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PRIZEGIVING
A CELEBRATION OF EXCELLENCE
The annual Prize Giving ceremony took place on Tuesday, with
current students and recent leavers awarded prizes to celebrate
success in a huge range of fields during the 2017-18 academic year. The evening began with form prizes for students who
have demonstrated kindness and helped to bring the form closer
together working in various ways to improve the experience that
their fellow students have at school. This was followed by subject
prizes (for students who consistently demonstrate hard work and
dedication to the subject, fully exploiting their natural talent and
enthusiasm) and prizes for sport, music, CCF, chess, service to
the school and resilience.

workplace: the importance of being good company, smiling and
inspiring confidence. He talked about the joys of a fulfilling career
and (a keen violinist himself) being able to integrate wider interests
alongside professional life. These messages resonated particularly
well with speeches given by current students: Jonathan and Rajiv
(both Y13) talked about the pleasure of working together to produce music, Udith (Y9) spoke about the need to encourage others
as a cricket team captain, Gabriel and Ezra (both Y13) described
a rich and varied Drama programme and Humphrey (Y13) spoke
very strongly indeed about the life-changing possibilities available
to those who pursue the Duke of Edinburgh Award.

Many of the prizes have been endowed by old boys and former
parents and this event gives a strong sense of the rich history of
the school. Our guest speaker for the ceremony was Paul Geddes
(an Old Wilsonian and Chief Executive Officer of Direct
Line Group). His speech focused on the need for soft skills in the

With Ms Johnstone’s lavish buffet for recent leavers and their
parents, as well as music provided by the Chamber Ensemble and
Clarinet Trio (Daniel (Y11), Jonathan (Y13) and Ken (Y11)), this
was an invigorating and jolly evening – and an excellent way to
start the New Year!
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 14 January - Inter Form Team
Chess Challenge - 3.45 pm.

•

Monday 14 January - Prayer Group
Meeting - 8.00 pm - all welcome.

•

Tuesday 15 January - Y8 Parents’
Information Evening 7.00 pm.

•

Thursday 17 January - Y12 Parents’
Evening 4.00 pm.

•

Sat/Sun 19/20 January - Y11 Silver and
Y12 Gold DofE Training Weekend.

•

Wednesday 23 January - Early finish for
students
(1.05 pm).

•

Sat/Sun 26/27 January - Y10 Bronze DofE
Training Weekend.

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Medication
Teaching staff are regularly trained on medical
issues affecting students at the school,
including anaphylaxis and the use of Epipens.
Parents are reminded that they are responsible
for making sure that all medication in school is
within its use by date. Our School Nurse (Sara
Yanbolu) can be contacted via the school.

LOWER SIXTH SUBJECT COMMENDATIONS
Every year, the Sixth Form Team invite Heads of Department to
nominate students in their subjects to receive Sixth Form
Commendations and the Lower Sixth receive their nominations
in the Autumn Term. Commendations are awarded to students
who demonstrate excellent effort in their studies and who regu

larly go above and beyond what is expected of them. Students
who are nominated are role models to others in their work ethic
and the Sixth Form Team want to formally acknowledge and
celebrate their diligence and resilience. Congratulations to all of
those who have been nominated (see below).

Student of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students who have gone above and beyond in
lessons and in extra-curricular activities. Our
congratulations to go those named below.

Commendations were awarded to the following students:
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Sam 				Anthony			Regan 				Abdullah			Richard 			Nathaniel			Rowan				Zion				Kiruba 				Anirudh 			Brian				-

Geography
Computing, Physics
Biology
Physics
Chemistry
Spanish
Philosophy
Mathematics
Chemistry
Economics
Biology

Thomas			David				Johnny 			Ellis 				Ted				Ajay 				Thushan 			
Rauhaan 			Aidey				Peter				Peter 				-

Mathematics
Economics
History
Latin
German
Mathematics
Design and Technology
English
Government and Politics
Chemistry
Art

Pictured above: Neo (7C)
Neo was nominated for delivering a very
informative speech during the Christmas
assembly.

Pictured above: Jake (8B)
Jake was also nominated for delivering a
very informative speech during the Christmas
assembly.

OPEN FOOTBALL
					
Open Football has been operating very successfully after
school during the autumn term (from 3.30 - 5.00 pm). Monday
sessions are for Years 7 & 8 and Tuesday sessions for Years 9
& 10.
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CHESS NEWS
					
On 11 December Wilson’s School hosted a Regional Final
of Junior Team Chess Challenge. This was for teams of four
players from Year 8 and below, and was the main opportunity
for pupils in Year 7 to play chess for the school. Five teams took
part and all did well. The first team shone and won the event,
including having victories over the main rivals Sutton Grammar
and King’s College School, Wimbledon. The team of Henry (Yr
8), Neo (Yr 7), Rahul (Yr 7) and Jack (Yr 7) have therefore qualified to play at the National Final which will take place at Hertford College, Oxford in April. Other individuals who performed
outstandingly well were Pratyush and Minhyuk (both Yr 7) who
won all 4 of their games (see photograph at top of next column).

Co-curricular Timetable

Football Results

These sessions are open to any boys not at present playing in
a school team. Students can come along to play some football
in a fun environment. Just over 130 boys across the four year
groups have taken advantage of this opportunity so far, with the
Year 7 session being the most popular, averaging 23 boys per
session. Three boys, Parthiv and Kishan (Year 7) plus Shantos
(Year 9), are to be congratulated for having a 100% attendance
record. Seven other students only missed one session and they
were Haayed, Adam, Kailavan, Saad & Xanin all Year 7 plus
Krish T (Year 8) and Vikhash (Year 9).
These sessions are great fun, even if the coach has to play on
the odd occasion! Thanks to Prabhas and RJ (Year 10) for their
help at the Monday sessions and to Alfie and Adam (Year 12)
for their assistance at the Tuesday sessions.  A fine example of
‘Non Sibi Sed Omnibus’.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

There were no football results over the
Christmas period.
Please check the link above for sports
fixtures for the coming week.

Wilson’s Team Chess Problem
Solving team scored full marks
in the two sets of problems in
this competition. The team of
Koushikk (Yr 11), Shivank (Yr
11), Nivjesh (Yr 11), Ian (Yr 9)
and Daniel (Yr 9) have thereby
qualified for the National finals,
which will be held at Imperial
College in April. One of the easier problems they had to solve
was the following – white to
play and give checkmate next
move.
Wilson’s Chess Academy had a Blitz chess tournament on
Friday 14 December. In two hours after school 24 pupils played
eight round of chess. The winner, Ghafari (U6) scored an excellent 7.5 points, including beating the school board 1, Tharshan
(U6) who was second obtained 7 points. Equal third were
Arenkan (L6), Kiran (Yr 11) and Rahul (Yr 7) (see photograph
below).

DofE News
A reminder to students and parents that information regarding the DofE
programme can be found on the DofE
website https://sites.google.com/view/
wilsonsdofe . This includes all letters sent
home and all relevant publications such
as kit lists.

SAFEGUARDING AMBASSADORS
Last summer, the Safeguarding Ambassador Programme was
launched with Year 12, giving students the opportunity to be
trained to raise awareness of safeguarding topics to younger
pupils in an engaging and relatable way. Keeping children safe is
top priority for any school and this involves teaching pupils about
risks to their health and wellbeing. With some topics, however,
evidence suggests that presentations and discussions led by
older students can engage pupils far more readily than when they
are led by teachers.

the course of regular meetings during the autumn term. They then
combined this with assiduous planning and a confident and inspiring form of delivery, including during the Year 9 launch assembly
with Arjun (Y13) and Spyros (Y13).
As a team, they were also gracious in acknowledging that Wilson’s
is a busy and complex school and their patience and good grace
has ensured that the programme could fit seamlessly into Year 9
PSHE; I know that Mr Burton and the other teachers of PSHE in
Year 9 will return to the themes they introduced as the year unfolds.
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Given the sensitivity of some issues around safeguarding children, the training element is essential – students were taught how
best to address the issues, risks and dangers, as well as how to Arjun showed particularly outstanding leadership in chairing the
deliver material on these topics effectively in order to inspire a
meetings since October and liaised with the PSHE team and Mr
thoughtful and mature response from younger pupils. Students Burton to organise the assemblies and lessons.
chose to focus on stress and anxiety associated with academic
work, characteristics of abusive relationships, sexual identity,
We are very confident that this programme can run again in future
social media and body image.
with a new team of students from the current Year 12 perhaps
working with more than one younger year group next year. SafeWe were deeply impressed with participants’ commitment to the guarding Ambassadors will be invited to take part in the conferprogramme. From the start they demonstrated the qualities of
ence we are hosting at Wilson’s on 15 May 2019: The Mental
openness and compassion in discussing challenging topics over Health of Academically Able Children.
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Sat/Sun 19/20 January - Y11 Silver and
Y12 Gold DofE Training Weekend.

•

Wednesday 23 January - Early finish for
students (1.05 pm).

•

Sat/Sun 26/27 January - Y10 Bronze DofE
Training Weekend.

•

Monday 28 January - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 pm).

•

Tuesday 29 January - Higher Education
Evening (7.00 pm).

•

Wednesday 30 January - Team Chess
Challenge
(3.30 pm).

Deputy Head’s Reminder
E-safety
This website explores the crucial issues around
e-safety and is highly recommended: http://
www/internetmatters.org/.
All parents are very welcome to attend the
E-safety Evening on Tuesday, 5 February –
please sign up by following the link on the letter
sent this week.

NEWS FROM THE CLASSICS AND ART
DEPARTMENTS
In the autumn term the Art and Classics Departments ran an
internal heat for this year’s ARTiculation challenge. ARTiculation is a competition run by The Roche Court Educational Trust,
which promotes the art of public speaking through the speakers
engaging the audience with their ideas on Art.
This year it was won by Ezra (Y13) with his talk on the sculpture from the pediment of the Roman Temple of Sulis Minerva
in Bath. This artifact has become both familiar and fascinating
to him, and perhaps to other classics students too, as it is the
striking image that confronts you on the cover of The Cambridge
Latin Course Book 3!
The regional heat took place at the Royal Academy of Arts, and
on Tuesday Ezra, accompanied by Mrs Cvejik-Reeve,
made his way to the competition. The heat was adjudicated by
Rebecca Salter, RA, and Keeper of the Royal Academy.

The lecture theatre was menacing with its steeply sloping
seats, but Ezra’s performance
was described as “ dynamic
and brilliant.” With humour and
historical detail he presented
the carving as a brilliant piece of
Public Relations by the Romans. The audience was delighted with his talk and to quote
the artist Patrick Heron“ To
become conscious of what your
eyes can bring to your brain is
endlessly satisfying”

Student of the Week

In the Lower School we look to reward students who have gone above and beyond in
lessons and in extra-curricular activities. Our
congratulations to go those named below.

Pictured above: Pratyush (7S)
Pratyush was nominated for being a very
honest pupil.

As a joint winner, Ezra will go
on to the Regional Finals, at the
National gallery on 15 February.
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Pictured above: Liam (8D)
Liam was nominated for showing a real improvement in diligence.

#700 STEM
CHALLENGE WINNERS
Wilson’s Science Department is proud to announce two winners in last year’s #700 Stem
Challenge.  Akesh (Y12) came first in the Technology category with his article “Time travel to
the future, for absolute beginners” and
Devanandh (Y11) came third in the Science
category with his article “Genetic Diversification:
Giving rise to a Utopian or Dystopian future”.
Their articles can be found at: http://drive.google.com/file/d/1aqGmQICYmoUoISXWYEMzG7cjEb-XwpXJ/view?usp=sharing.
Our congratulations go to both of them on this
achievement.

PFA NEWS

CHARITY NEWS
WILSON’S CAROL CONCERT - £480

					

PFA CHRISTMAS QUIZ WINNER
The PFA received 11 correct entries for the Christmas Quiz
and an entry was randomly picked from the correct ones.
They are pleased to announce that the winner is Sandy Higgs.
Answers to the quiz are available on https://wilsonspfa.org/
fundraising/pfa-events.

PFA 100 CLUB - JANUARY DRAW

As well as having a wonderful evening at the Carol Concert
in December, the school raised an amazing figure of £480
from the collection at the service. This money will help to
support four local charities:
• St Raphael’s Hospice, Sutton.
• Sutton and Croydon MS therapy centre, Coulsdon.
• Tadworth Children’s Trust. Tadworth.
• Royal Marsden, Sutton.
All these charities are always very grateful for the money
received and we would like to thank you for helping to make
it possible for us to continue to help them.

The winners of the January PFA 100 Club draw are as follows;1st
Mrs D Jemegbe
£31.88
2nd
Mr D Williams
£19.13
3rd
Mrs K Lonsdale
£12.75
Our congratulations go to all of them.
If you would like to take part in the next draw, please contact
the PFA using the following email address: wilsons.100club@
gmail.com.
					

PFA FUNDRAISERS

The PFA and the school are very grateful for the efforts of three
families who, earlier in the year, undertook a sponsored walk to
raise funds. Thank you to them (photographed below) for their
efforts and for the funds that they raised.

Library
Books

At this time of year we
often find our homes
are inundated with yet
more ‘stuff’ that we
have received over
Christmas! If you have
shelves full of books
that you no longer read,
please think about
giving them a new lease of life in the School
Library, especially FICTION. Mrs Cowell, our
Librarian, will issue praise points in return for
donations.

WILSON’S SENIOR PRODUCTION

MONDAY 29th January 2018
HOUSE POINTS FOR :
• Best tasting cake
• Best looking cake
• Raises most money
• Best Teacher Bake
HOME BAKES ONLY – BY STUDENT

LERNER AND LOEWE’S

MY FAIR LADY
BOOK & LYRICS BY

MUSIC BY

ALAN JAY LERNER

FREDERICK LOEWE

ADAPTED FROM GEORGE BERNARD SHAW’S PLAY AND
GABRIEL PASCAL’S MOTION PICTURE “PYGMALION”
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION DIRECTED AND STAGED BY

MOSS HART
13TH, 14TH, 15TH
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FEBRUARY 2019
JOHN JENKINS HALL

7.30PM
(DOORS 7PM)
TICKETS:

£7 STUDENT
£9 ADULT
TICKETS AVAILABLE BY
PARENTPAY.
THIS AMATEUR PRODUCTION IS PRESENTED BY
ARRANGEMENT WITH MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL
(EUROPE).
ALL AUTHORISED PERFORMANCE MATERIALS
ARE ALSO SUPPLIED BY MTI EUROPE.

WWW.MTISHOWS.CO.UK

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

FOOTBALL NEWS

Player of the Week

Co-curricular Timetable

Marcus (Yr 9) scored two excellent goals
for the U14Bs in their fine 3-1 win over
Brentwood away. In the same game, last
week’s player of the week Ishaan (Yr 9),
kept his brilliant form going with another
goal. Jasper (Yr 10) was a rock at the
back for the U15As while Sung (Yr 12)
scored a stunning hattrick for the 5th XI.
Player of the week is Minh (Yr 7) who
worked incredibly hard to inspire the
U12G’s in their first ever game.

Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Wednesday 9 January
Wilson’s vs John Fisher (Friendly)
3rd XI

lost

0-2

Thursday 10 January
Wilson’s vs Stanley Park (District Cup)

Team of the Week

U14A

There were excellent wins for the U15A, 2nd XI and U14Bs
over the always strong Brentwood. The 5th XI continued their
fantastic season beating Brentwood 9-0 to make it nine wins in
eleven games. The U12F scored some brilliant goals in beating Brentwood; Michael (Yr 7) scored three and Vishnu (Yr 7)
scored four. Team of the week is the history making U12G. The
first time the school has put a U12G team out and they did the
school proud. As a new team they worked extremely hard, never gave up and eventually won the game 3-1. Well done all.

won

9-1

Friday 11 January
Wilson’s vs Brentwood (Friendlies)
U12A		
U12B		
U12C		
U12D		
U12E		
U12F		
U12G		

lost
lost
lost
lost
lost
won
won

0-2
0-2
1-9
1-9
1-3
16 - 1
3-1

Saturday 12 January
Wilson’s vs Brentwood (Friendlies)
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BASKETBALL RESULT
Monday 14 January - Wilson’s vs. Trinity
U13 team 		
won		
33-23

Football Friday

A huge well done to all of the year 7s that played on Friday
against Brentwood. For the first time ever, the school put out
U12A-G teams meaning there were seven games with over
170 pupils from both schools playing football. It was a fantastic
afternoon and a pleasure to watch not only some brilliant performances, but excellent team play and sportsmanship.
Ollie led the line well and got on the score sheet for the U12Cs.
Monty worked extremely hard and put in a very committed performance for the U12D. Michael and Vishnu scored seven goals
between them for the U12Fs. The goal scoring heroes for the
U12G were Kanniban, Arnav and Abhi.

1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
4th XI
5th XI
U15A		
U15B		
U15C		
U14A
U14B
U14C
U13A		
U13B		
U13C
U13D

drew
won
lost
lost
won
won
lost
won
drew
won
lost
lost
lost
lost
drew

2-2
4-1
0-1
0 - 11
9-0
3-1
0-1
7-0
4-4
3-1
1-5
0-1
1-2
0-4
4-4

Y7 SOLOIST’S EVENING
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Some of our most talented musicians in Year 7 delivered an
electrifying performance in the Bowden Room on Wednesday evening this week. The students provided performances
with musicality, maturity, and impressive levels of professionalism far beyond their years, and their hard work, dedication,
and commitment to their practical music-making was evident
in the quality of the performances. Although all performances were exceptional, some particular highlights ranged from
Han’s exciting performance of the challenging Vieja Castilla
and Murciana composed by Nin, to a traditional performance
such as Bharanie’s rendition of Misra Chaapu on the Mridangam.

The evening was not without its more sensitive moments,
however, as was aptly demonstrated in Jamie’s reflective
rendition of In Dreams composed by Shore for the film trilogy based on Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, and Yixing’s
contemplative performance of Pankhurst’s Sicilienne on the
French Horn. Many thanks go to all parents who attended,
and to Mr Lissimore who accompanied the students throughout the evening. We look forward to welcoming all parents of
students in Year 7 at our upcoming Year 7 Showcases in the
second half of this term.

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 28 January - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 pm).

•

Monday 28 January - Charity Cake Bake
(1.05pm)

•

Tuesday 29 January - Higher Education
Evening (7.00 pm).

•

Wednesday 30 January - Team Chess
Challenge (3.30 pm).

•

Monday 4 - Friday 8 February - House
Music Week

•

Monday 4 February - Y9 Parents’ Evening
(4.00 pm)

•

Tuesday 5
(6.00 pm)

•

Thursday 7 February - Medical Information
Evening (7.00 pm)

•

Friday 8 February - PFA Cake Sale (1.05
pm)

February - E-safety evening

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Parking and waiting round the school.
Please avoid parking or waiting in the viciniity
of the school - each car slows down the
journeys home for hundreds of boys! Consider
waiting further away from the school so that
you do not contribute to the traffic on Mollison
Drive. The Hannibal Way gate is open for
pupils for 15 minutes after school each day and
this is a much more stress-free way to collect
your son by car! Please be considerate of local
residents and do not block their driveways.

Pictured above, left to right: Bharanie, Han, Jamie and Yixing

WILSON’S INTER-FORM
CHESS TOURNAMENT
32 forms entered this year’s competition which took place in
the John Jenkins Hall on Monday 14 January. By their grades,
the strongest teams were those from the upper sixth – Greencoat and Camberwell. However, both dropped points in the first
round against year 7 forms and after 2 rounds it was 7C who
were in the lead followed by 10D and 11B. In round three 7C
won again to increase their lead and now 9C were second. In
the fourth and final round 7C were finally beaten by 11H. This
allowed 9C to win the tournament with 12 points out of 16, half
a point ahead of 10D and 7C.

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

The inter-house result was an emphatic win for Camberwell with
60 points, with Greencoat second on 47 and Hayes third on
45.5.
House scores
1
2
3
4
5
6

			
			
			
			
			
			

Place House

Score

CAMBERWELL
GREENCOAT
HAYES
		
DATCHELOR
SOUTHWARK
BRECON 		

60
47
45.5
41.5
31
28.5

Pictured above: Daniel (7B)
For outstanding diligence in the Autumn Term.
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Pictured above: Joshua and Aaron(8D)
For outstanding diligence in the Autumn Term

Chess results
Wilson’s A beat Reigate A
4 -2
Wins for Henry (Y8), Aurideep (Y11),
Kiran (Y11) and Ghifari (U6)

Wilson’s C beat Reigate B 7 – 5
Wins for Hashim (U6, 2 wins), Leo (Y9) and
Daniel (Y9), and also 6 draws.

GOVERNMENT &
POLITICS NEWS

		
		

Library
Books

MONDAY 29th January 2018
HOUSE POINTS FOR :
• Best tasting cake
• Best looking cake
• Raises most money
• Best Teacher Bake
HOME BAKES ONLY – BY STUDENT

.

At this time of year we
often find our homes
are inundated with yet
more ‘stuff’ that we
have received over
Christmas! If you have
shelves full of books
that you no longer read,
please think about
giving them a new lease of life in the School
Library, especially FICTION. Mrs Cowell, our
Librarian, will issue praise points in return for
donations.

POLITICS STUDENTS
Politics students have access to a wide range of reading material to further
extend their knowledge and appreciation of how the subject links to other
areas such as history and economics. This is especially useful for students
engaged on EPQ projects or simply wishing to prepare for future university
study. Authors range from JS Mill, Plato, and Milton Friedman to Machiavelli
and John Maynard Keynes. Students can also expect to find more modern
texts from the likes of Niall Ferguson, Eric Hobsbawn and Owen Jones.
This is not an exhaustive list, but a broad outline of the many and varied
texts available to the interested student.
Students can visit the Business and Economics department during school
hours where the library is situated and gain suitable advice as to what book
might suit their particular interests or line of enquiry.
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Politics Books new in: Visit the Economics Dept
‘Hegemony and Survival– America’s Quest for Global Dominance’ by Noam
Chomsky
‘Hegemony or Survival’ demonstrates how, for more than half a century the
United States has been pursuing a grand imperial strategy with the aim of
staking out the globe. Our leaders have shown themselves willing - as in the
Cuban missile crisis - to follow the dream of dominance no matter how high
the risks. World-renowned intellectual Noam Chomsky investigates how we
came to this perilous moment and why our rulers are willing to jeopardize
the future of our species.
‘Prisoners of Geography-Ten Maps that Tell You Everything You Need to
Know About Global Politics’ by Tim Marshall
‘Quite simply, one of the best books about geopolitics you could imagine:
reading it is like having a light shone on your understanding... Marshall is
clear-headed, lucid and possessed of an almost uncanny ability to make
the broad picture accessible and coherent ... the book is, in a way which astonished me, given the complexities of the subject, unputdownable... I can’t
think of another book that explains the world situation so well.’ - Nicholas
Lezard, Evening Standard

WILSON’S SENIOR PRODUCTION

LERNER AND LOEWE’S

MY FAIR LADY
‘Political Philosophy- A Very Short Introduction’ by David Miller
This Introduction introduces readers to the concepts of political
philosophy: authority, democracy, freedom and its limits, justice,
feminism, multiculturalism, and nationality. Accessibly written
and assuming no previous knowledge of the subject, it encourages the reader to think clearly and critically about the leading
political questions of our time.

‘Human Rights A Very Short Introduction’ by Andrew Clapham

What are our human rights? What are their philosophical justifications and historical origins? Focusing on highly topical issues
such as torture, arbitrary detention, privacy, and discrimination,
this Very Short Introduction will help readers to understand for
themselves the controversies and complexities behind this vitally
relevant issue.

‘The Establishment- and How They Get Away With It’ by Own

Jones
Owen Jones has a very particular idea of how the establishment
works. It has become deeply ideological. Political ties trump
social ones. What links the people who presently run British
society is their shared interest in maintaining a fiction about what
is and isn’t politically possible.
The Communist Manifesto’ by Karl Marx and Freidrich Engels
‘the theory of Communists may be summed up in the single
sentence: Abolition of private property.’‘The ruling ideas of each
age have ever been the ideas of its ruling class.’

BOOK & LYRICS BY

MUSIC BY

ALAN JAY LERNER

FREDERICK LOEWE

ADAPTED FROM GEORGE BERNARD SHAW’S PLAY AND
GABRIEL PASCAL’S MOTION PICTURE “PYGMALION”
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION DIRECTED AND STAGED BY

MOSS HART
13TH, 14TH, 15TH
FEBRUARY 2019
JOHN JENKINS HALL

7.30PM
(DOORS 7PM)
TICKETS:

£7 STUDENT
£9 ADULT
TICKETS AVAILABLE BY
PARENTPAY.
THIS AMATEUR PRODUCTION IS PRESENTED BY
ARRANGEMENT WITH MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL
(EUROPE).
ALL AUTHORISED PERFORMANCE MATERIALS
ARE ALSO SUPPLIED BY MTI EUROPE.
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Co-curricular and
Sports Links

FOOTBALL NEWS
Player of the Week

Co-curricular Timetable

Seyon (Yr 12) made it two hatricks in three games for the 1st XI
while another player in goalscoring form is Marcus (Yr 9) who
scored again for the U14Bs. David (Yr 11) was again outstanding for the 3rd XI, he scored two goals and led from the front
with a captain’s display. Tudor (Yr 7) scored one of the goals of
the season for the U12Es with a bullet header at the back post.
Player of the week is Asa (Yr 7) who made it 25 goals for the
season with four goals for the U12As.

Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Wednesday 16 January
Wilson’s vs Whitgift
1st XI		

Team of the Week

3rd XI 		
4th XI 		
5th XI		
6th XI		
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won
won
won
won

2-1
7- 0
2-0
12 -1

Friday 18 January
Wilson’s vs City of London (Friendlies)

Rugby Friday

Wilson’s Update

4 -1

Wilson’s vs KCS (Friendlies)

The U14B continued their excellent record this season with
a battling win away to Ewell Castle A team. The 1st XI put in
a very professional and mature performance to do the double over Whitgift, beating them 4-1. Team of the week are the
U12As who made it two wins in two days with 3-1 wins over
City Of London and St John’s.

The U12 team travelled to Tiffin for their first game of 2019. On
a cold, blustery afternoon it was Wilson’s who started the brightest as they looked to move the ball in to the wide channels. The
work on re-allignment had clearly paid off as Demilade, Michael,
Toba and Ben were able to make good ground on the edges of
the pitch to score some well taken tries. Antonio, Tai and Arham
started to have an increasing effect on the game with some bulldozing runs as they linked with Shaan, Euan and Rohan to feed
Ravindu who hit a great line to score another. Wilson’s were
hitting their straps now and finished the game piecing together
some of the best rugby they have played this year to finish the
scoring 15-50 against a good Tiffin team. A very pleasing afternoon out for the boys.

won

U12A		
U12B		
U12C		
U12D		
U12E		

BASKETBALL RESULT
Monday 21 January - Wilson’s vs. Oxted
U13 team 		
won		
52-14

won
won
won
lost
won

3-1
4-2
2-0
3-5
7-1

Saturday 19 January
Wilson’s vs Ewell Castle (Friendlies)
U15B		
U14B		
U13B		
U12B		

won
won
won
lost

1-0
2-1
6-0
0-4

Saturday 19 January
Wilson’s vs St John’s (Friendlies)
.

U13A		
U13C		
U12A		
U12D		
U12E		

won
lost
won
lost
lost

2-1
2-5
3-1
0- 4
2-7

DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD
SCHEME TRAINING WEEKENDS
Over the past two weekends, students in Years 10, 11 and
12 have been working hard learning navigation techniques,
first aid skills and planning the routes and menus for their
upcoming DofE expeditions. On the weekend 19/20 January,
74 Year 11s and 31 Year 12s occupied the Lower School
to accomplish these tasks, and then on 26/27 January, 129
Year 10s did the same. The facilitators providing the training
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were incredibly impressed with their drive and focus and the
tasks were undertaken very efficiently indeed!

Links

If you wish to keep abreast of any DofE related news and
photographic updates, then do follow Wilson’s DofE Twitter
account, @wilsons_dofe.

Absence Request Form

Next Week’s Menus
Calendar
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Wilson’s Update

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 4 - Friday 8 February - House
Music Week

•

Monday 4 February - Y9 Parents’ Evening
(4.00 pm)

•

Tuesday 5 February - E-safety evening
(6.00 pm)

•

Thursday 7 February - Medical Information
Evening (7.00 pm)

•

Friday 8 February - PFA Cake Sale (1.05
pm)

•

Wednesday 13 - Friday 15 February - My
Fair Lady (7.30 p.m.)

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Mobile Phones
The school’s mobile phones policy is very
straightforward: electrical equipment and
mobile telephones may not be used in any
part of the school grounds, except with the
permission and supervision of a member of
staff. Any pupil wishing to use their phone
to call home should do so from the Main
Reception. Year 7 and 8 pupils must not bring
into school mobile phones with internet access
or a camera.

Y12 Chemistry Trip to
Southampton University

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

On Wednesday afternoon, 16 Year 12 Chemistry students
enjoyed the opportunity to get hands-on experience of an undergraduate Organic Chemistry practical at a twilight outreach
event run by Southampton University. Students were tasked
with completing a natural product extraction, namely extracting the chemical trimyristin from nutmeg. First of all, students
extracted a range of organic compounds from their nutmeg
samples using solvent extraction and rotary evaporation, before
then purifying trimyristin via recrystallisation and vacuum filtration. After successfully isolating their crystals of trimyristin, the
students then had the chance to analyse their isolated compounds using various unfamiliar techniques such as thin layer
chromatography, melting point determination as well as infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Some groups achieved impressively pure
samples of trimyristin (as seen in the photo of Jaden very
proudly holding his TLC plate). All the students who attended
have an interest in potentially pursuing Chemistry (or Science)
beyond their A levels and revelled in the opportunity to find out
more about what it would be like to study Chemistry at degree
level.

Pictured above: Abhinav (7S)

Pictured above: Andy measuring the melting point of his trimyristin in order to check its purity.

For above and beyond work and for
demonstrating a passion for reading.
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James Carpenter Medicine
Applicants’ Library
The following was written by a recent
OW, who would prefer to remain
anonymous. James is very touched to
have been such an inspiration!

Pictured above, left to right: Jaden and Sanjai with their
TLC plate. The single spot on the right hand lane proves
that they’d successfully purified trimyristin (hence the proud
smiles).

“For many decades, Wilson’s has had
a proud history of sending a number
of its pupils off to study Medicine at
prestigious universities around the UK.
This journey has many hidden costs
such as purchasing books to demonstrate above and beyond reading. This
new selection of books will help applicants to access high-quality literature,
avoiding a little of the expense. The books are donated in honour
of James Carpenter, a fine Old Wilsonian, whose time at the school
was cut short by illness. Despite this, he had a great impact on his
year group with his kind spirit, wit, and generosity. This year marks
5 years since his diagnosis of a brain tumour and it is with great joy
that we can say he is a cancer survivor.”

Pictured above: Edwin (8S)
For being prepared to seek out support
to improve his confidence and progress
prior to assessments.

CHESS RESULTS
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Request from
Drama

TOTAL RAISED : £218.32
TEACHERS CATEGORY:
1st Dr Whiting.
Thanks to all that took
part. Your efforts have
helped raise money for a
very worthwhile cause.

.

Do you have any of these items gathering
dust at home? The drama department could
make use of the following items: binoculars
(working or not); fake flowers; pins nez;
men’s lace up black shoes; ladies eve shoes
(but not stilettos please); ladies low heeled
black Mary Jane type shoes with a strap
across them; large old fashioned men’s black
umbrella with curved handle , knitted shawls/
wraps.
Please hand in to reception for the attention
of Mrs Straw. Thank you so much for items
already donated. We really are very grateful.
Don’t forget to book your tickets for My Fair
Lady 13/14/15 Feb 7.30pm

Surrey League
Wilson’s A lost to RGS Guildford A 		

WILSON’S SENIOR PRODUCTION

0-6

Wilson’s C1 beat Reigate B 			
10 – 2
2 wins for Max (Y10), Eeshan (Y9), Ugas (Y9);
1 win for Hashim (U6), Leo (Y9) and Daniel (Y9)
Wilson’s C2 lost to RGS Guildford C
5.5 – 6.5
1 win each for Padmesh (Y8), Reyansh (Y8),
Neo (Y7) and Minh (Y7)

LERNER AND LOEWE’S

MY FAIR LADY
BOOK & LYRICS BY

MUSIC BY

ALAN JAY LERNER

FREDERICK LOEWE

ADAPTED FROM GEORGE BERNARD SHAW’S PLAY AND
GABRIEL PASCAL’S MOTION PICTURE “PYGMALION”
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION DIRECTED AND STAGED BY

MOSS HART
13TH, 14TH, 15TH
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National Cup
Wilson’s B beat KCSJ Wimbledon B
Wins for Vishu (U6), Nivjesh (Y11),
Max (Y10) and Leo (Y9)
Wilson’s C lost to Tiffin A

7.30PM
(DOORS 7PM)

4–2

£7 STUDENT
£9 ADULT
TICKETS AVAILABLE BY
PARENTPAY.

0–6

Wilson’s E lost to KCSJ Wimbledon A 2 – 4
Wins for William (Y10) and Daniel (Y9)
Wilson’s F beat Hinchley Wood 		
2 wins for Rahul (Y7); 1 win for Jack,
Hongyu, Minh and Pratyush (All Y7)

TICKETS:

7–5

THIS AMATEUR PRODUCTION IS PRESENTED BY
ARRANGEMENT WITH MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL
(EUROPE).
ALL AUTHORISED PERFORMANCE MATERIALS
ARE ALSO SUPPLIED BY MTI EUROPE.

WWW.MTISHOWS.CO.UK

FOOTBALL NEWS

Player of the Week

Josh (Yr 12) and Nathan (Yr 13) were outstanding for the 1st XI in
their cup win over Stanley Park, keeping their excellent defensive
record going with another clean sheet. Lewis (Yr 9) showed his
customary composure on the ball to shine for the U14As while Bryn
(Yr 9) made it three goals in three games. Player of the week is Sai
(Yr 9) who was man of the match for the U14Ds against KCS and
then made it a week to remember by playing for the U15As in their
fine win.

The second half commenced, and Wilsons asserted their dominance, putting in crunching tackles in the middle third which let
Stanley know that they would have no time on the ball. Chances
started to come with Conrad, Josh and Seyon all going close.
The decisive moment came ten minutes into the half where
Seyon turned with the ball, saw the gap and he blistered past the
defence in one touch. The opposition simply couldn’t keep up;
he slid through a usual perfectly-weighted pass through to the
supporting Conrad, who stuck it away with ease for his 29th goal
of the season. Wilson’s were on top and now knew the semi-final
place was theirs to take. The game should have been over with
Wilson’s going close numerous times to doubling the lead. Stanley resorted to the long ball for the rest of the game, but our skipper, Josh, Sam and Riley saw that none of them came near the
goal. Wilson’s dug in for the last 15 minutes and got the result.
Just another day at the office for the First XI. On to the semis we
go.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Wednesday 22January
Wilson’s vs KCS (Friendlies)
U13A 		
U13B 		
U13C 		
U13D 		

won
won
won
won

6-2
2-0
7-6
2-1

Wilson’s vs Stanley Park (Sutton Cup)
1st XI 		

won

1-0

Wilson’s vs Whitgift (Friendlies)
2nd XI 		
5th XI 		

RUGBY NEWS
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Wilson’s ‘Spirit of Rugby’ Award

Wilson’s rugby is starting roll out a new award named the ‘WilTeam of the Week
son’s Spirit of Rugby’. The award is not necessarily given to a
The 1st XI came up against a strong Stanley Park side in the ¼ final boy for individual performance on the pitch, but an act that aligns
of the Sutton Cup, but another committed performance saw them
with the RFU’s core values of rugby: respect, discipline, sportshome 1-0. The U14As had a week to remember scoring eight goals manship, teamwork, enjoyment. For example, a student may
and two wins and the U13Bs kept up their excellent recent form,
win the award for volunteering to help bring kit in at the end of a
with another two wins and two clean sheets. Team of the week are
training session, or shaking hands with the referee at the end of
the U14Cs who travelled to Salesian’s Saturday playing up a level. the game to say thank you. The award will be handed out week
With most of the U15s participating in DofE it was left to the U14Cs by week and the boys will be given a badge that they can wear
to help fill in. The squad showed fantastic commitment to Wilson’s
on their blazer before the award may be given to someone new. I
Football to play up a level and put in a memorable performance to
look forward to handing out the first awards!
beat Salesian’s. A big well done to all players.

Match Report - Wilson’s 1st XI 1 VS 0 Stanley Park

Quarter Final Sutton Cup
Match Report by Seyon

Derby day at Mollison Drive. Wilson’s at home to Stanley Park with
both teams looking to move forward to the semi-finals of the Sutton
Cup.  The first half is tense with both teams looking comfortable in
possession. It was a cagey affair until Seyon got on the ball, carving out opportunities for himself and the team with silky step-overs
or fabulous feints. Likewise, the Stanley number 9 was causing
problems for our defence, with Josh trying to mark him. All credit
to Stanley Park, they came here determined to get through to the
next round. As the half went on though Wilson’s, through the tireless
work of Josh and Nathan, became stronger and started to dictate
the play. But the first half ended 0-0 with Riley and captain Nathan
dominant at the back.

U12 v Box Hill

The U12s carried on their excellent form with a resounding victory
against Box Hill 55-25. The boys took the game to the opposition
from the off and wore Box Hill down through their ability to move
the ball in to the wide channels. Tom, Michael, Shaan, Demilade,
Ben and Hersh were the try scorers on the day with an outstanding performance by the whole team to gain the victory.

lost
drew

0-6
1-1

Thursday 24 January
Wilson’s vs City of London (Friendlies)
U14A 		
U14B 		
U14C 		
U14D 		

won
lost
lost
won

4-3
2-3
2-0
5-1

Saturday 26 January
Wilson’s vs Salesian College
(Friendlies)
U15A 		
U15B 		
U14A 		
U14B 		
U13A 		
U13B 		
U12A 		
U12B 		

won
won
won
won
lost
won
won
won

3-0
1-0
5-1
3-0
2-4
5-0
3-1
3-1

THE SCHOOL IS ALIVE, WITH THE
SOUND OF MUSIC!
The school was filled with the sound of some fantastic music
this week as our annual House Music Competition for 2019 took
place. There were some very impressive performances from our
talented and ambitious students.
Every boy who entered was awarded a house point and those
students who came first, second or third in their category earned
bonus house points. The competition has yet again been incredibly impressive, and we have thoroughly enjoyed welcoming our
guest specialist adjudicators to help select those students worthy
of first, second, and third places in the respective categories. A
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hotly contested battle for the prestigious titles of Wilson’s Junior
Musician of the Year and Wilson’s Senior Musician of the Year is
anticipated.

Links

Nearly two hundred boys submitted applications to be part of this
year’s competition. The Wilson’s Young Musician of the Year Final
will take place on Monday, 29 April 2019

Absence Request Form

Finalists for each category will be announced in next week’s newsletter: be sure to look out for the results!

Next Week’s Menus
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Wednesday 13 - Friday 15 February - My
Fair Lady (7.30 p.m.)

•

Monday 18 - Friday 22 February HALF TERM BREAK

•

Monday 25 February - Friday 8 March Sixth Form Exam Weeks

•

Tuesday 5 March - GCSE Musicians’
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Monday 11 March - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 p.m.)

•

Tuesday 12 March - AS and A Level Recital
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 14 March - Y8 Parents’ Evening
(4.00 p.m.)

•

Wednesday 20 March -
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EARLY FINISH (1.05 p.m.)

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Advice for Parents
Materials from this week’s E-safety Evening
are now available from the website. Further
information for parents is available under the
Care & Support tab: http://www.wilsons.school/
support/advice/

DR FAUSTUS TRIP

STUDENT INVESTOR
SEMI-FINALISTS

On Saturday 2 February students in Year 12, along with Mrs
Gray and Mrs Fletcher, enjoyed a trip to the Globe Theatre to
watch a production of “Dr Faustus”, their AS level English Literature text. The production took place inside the Sam Wanamaker
Theatre – the inside venue lit only by candlelight. We arrived in
the foyer excited to see how the story of a German doctor who
makes a deal with the devil, exchanging his soul for 24 years
of pleasure on earth, would be performed by the predominantly
female cast.

Five teams from Wilson’s are amongst the semi-finalists for this
year’s Student Investor Challenge, which commences on 18
February. This is an excellent result given the fact that they are in
the top 10% of the 5622 teams which participated in total. In the
First Round of the competition, teams were given a virtual portfolio of £100,000 with which they could simulate buying shares in
FTSE100 companies and Exchange Traded Funds. In the Semi
– Finals, the boys will have to accurately predict, for four weeks,
the Friday closing price of different stocks and ETFs. Should the
boys progress to one of the finals, they stand a chance of winning
a trip to New York. Our congratulations go to The Kayode Sancho
Organisation, Binvestors, Emotional Air Tractors, Nebula and Get
off my Stock.

We had standing tickets and took our places at the top of the
theatre, giving us a great view of the Chorus and the Good and
Evil Angels commentating on the action. A particular highlight
was the performance of the “Seven Deadly Sins” sequence,
which used costume, music and audience interaction to great
effect. Luckily we were all too far away from the stage to take
part in the audience interaction!
The production chose to emphasise the comic aspects of the
play – particularly useful for Year 12, as these are the parts of
the play that can be more difficult to appreciate in a class reading. Pauline Flynn (Mrs Doyle from Father Ted!) gave an amusing performance as Mephastophilis, Doctor Faustus’s devilish
tempter. Some of the audience members found this particularly
entertaining!
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The experience of watching the production will be invaluable to
Year 12, as it will undoubtedly help them to remember the play
and understand the structure of the play as a whole. It was a
memorable day out and, of course, the Year 12 boys were a
credit to Wilson’s!

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

Pictured above: Dino (7H)
For his ‘Man of the Match’ performance
in his team’s football win (he captains the
side) and for high performance levels in
basketball lessons.

Pictured above: Some of Wilson’s semi-finalists.

Pictured above: Ben (8G)
For dealing with a difficult situation in a
mature and calm manner.

Pictured above: Year 12 students.

Pictured above: Inside the Globe Theatre.
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MY FAIR LADY
Anyone who has taken part
in a production, whether
at Wilson’s or elsewhere,
will know that the rehearsal
process has a healthy mix
of hard work, stress and fun
– and rehearsals for My Fair
Lady this year have kept up
this trend. Of course, there
are a few different types of
rehearsal when it comes to
a musical, chiefly they divide
into musical rehearsals,
choreography rehearsals
and principal rehearsals. The first of these are self-explanatory; they require the cast getting together with Mr Elsom to
rehearse the various numbers of the piece (both solos and
full cast songs). Choreography rehearsals generally entail
Mr Kavanagh staging anything movement orientated, from
the large-scale dances, to idle chatter amongst people in
the street. These can be the most challenging rehearsals,
as they often combine the direction of Mr Kavanagh with
what the cast have learned in Mr Elsom’s musical rehearsals – and many of the cast often find themselves forgetting
much of their musical direction when they need to find their
place on stage! The principal rehearsals are generally on
a smaller scale to musical or choreography rehearsals,
often taking place in the drama suite at the top of the foundation building. These are for those with speaking roles
to rehearse the plot-heavy scenes of the production, with
those involved constantly scribbling down the more in-depth
direction of Mr Kavanagh. While these types of rehearsal
take place in any production of a musical, I have personally
found the rehearsal process of My Fair Lady to be perhaps
the most rewarding (and fun) of any of the 9 productions I
have worked on in my time at Wilson’s – and I believe that
the hard work of all the cast, crew and band will lead to a
very successful show.
By Gabriel (Year 13) who plays
Henry Higgins in Wilson’s Senior
Production of MY FAIR LADY,
which runs from the 13 - 15 Feb
2019 in the John Jenkins Hall.
Tickets are available from the
Finance Department.

FOOTBALL MATCH
REPORT
Wilson’s U12B vs. Salesians by Euan (U12B
team)
The team began with a quick start,
trying to move the ball up the pitch
as quickly as possible. After around
10 minutes of the game we realised
that this was not working. Instead we
played more calmly, looking for yellow
shirts open and ready to receive the
ball. This new tactic served us well
and for the rest of the half we kept
possession in the opponent’s half of
the pitch. Unfortunately, the opposition
managed to break through, reach our goal and take a shot.
Ryan blocked the ball but it slipped out
of his grasp and rolled into our goal –
Salesians took the lead 1-0. Although
Ryan was upset and frustrated at this,
he certainly made up for his slight
mistake, saving many more shots.
We continued playing as we were
and were rewarded with a goal from
Jason, lifting spirits again after the
opposition goal earlier in the game. In
the same half we worked together and
scored another goal, this time Yusuf being the scorer, marking the end of the first half.
As the second half began, many
things changed. Our formation was
changed from a 3-2-3 to a 2-4-2,
putting a few of us out of our comfort
zone (i.e. Zohair played as RW/RWB).
Regardless of this, the team carried
on as before. As a result of a neat set
of passes and counter attack we managed to score our third goal in which
Jason scored his second goal of the
game. We carried on like this until the
end of the match winning 3-1.
Although we still have things to improve on from that match,
it was probably the best match our team has played so far.
Overall, we all played as a team and everyone played their
part.

Request from
Drama
Do you have any of these items gathering
dust at home? The drama department could
make use of the following items: binoculars
(working or not); fake flowers; pins nez;
men’s lace up black shoes; ladies eve shoes
(but not stilettos please); ladies low heeled
black Mary Jane type shoes with a strap
across them; large old fashioned men’s black
umbrella with curved handle , knitted shawls/
wraps.
Please hand in to reception for the attention
of Mrs Straw. Thank you so much for items
already donated. We really are very grateful.
Don’t forget to book your tickets for My Fair
Lady 13/14/15 Feb 7.30pm (see article).
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FOOTBALL NEWS
Player of the Week

Ikedi (Yr 13) produced one of his best performances for the school
with a complete all round display for the 1st XI against City Of London. Callum (Yr 12) was again the model of consistency for the 2nd
XI in their excellent comeback against City Of London; his performance included a goal direct from a corner. Player of the week is
Emmanuel (Yr 10) who scored a hattrick for the U15Bs in their best
display of the season versus a good KCS team. It is just reward for
his excellent attitude and hard work over the previous month.

RUGBY NEWS
U13As and Bs Win Triangular Tournaments

Wilson’s U13A and B teams travelled to Caterham School
to play in a 3 way tournament against Caterham and KCS B
and C teams. Both teams performed excellently on the day,
winning both of the games in their group. For the U13As they
started by beating KCS 40-0, before beating Caterham 30-0.
Special mention goes to Luka, Sean, You You and Djimon for
some outstanding physicality and running, however player
of the day went to Dylan who has really impressed in recent
weeks, using the hand off to great effect!
The U13Bs also won both their games 30-5. Aryan K was
very powerful on the day and Rahavan benefitted from the
extra space on the pitch to score some great tries, however
Ben B was player of the tournament for his constant threat
with the ball in the hand, using his sidestep to great effect.

Wilson’s Spirit of Rugby Award Winners

Year 10 – Classin and Matthew won the award in the first
week. Classin showed great teamwork and respect by offering to carry in the equipment without being asked, and Matthew won the award for expressing his gratitude after borrowing some boots last week when his were broken, showing
great respect to the PE department.

The 5th XI gained another good win away at City Of London, while
on the same day the 4th XI matched their result. Team of the week
is the U15B; they came under intense pressure from a good KCS
team in the 1st half and then showed their ability in the second,
running out 5-1 winners.
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Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Monday 28 January
Wilson’s vs KCS (Friendlies)
U15A 		
drew 1 - 1
won 5 - 1
U15B 		
U15C 		
lost 1 - 5
Tuesday 29 January
Wilson’s vs Glenthorne (Sutton Cup)
U13A 		
lost 1 - 5
Wednesday 30 January
Wilson’s vs City of London (Friendlies)
1st XI		
won 4 - 1
drew 3 - 3
2nd XI		
3rd XI		
drew 2 - 2
won 4 - 0
4th XI		
5th XI		
won 4 - 0
Saturday 2 February
Wilson’s vs Hampton (Friendly)
1st XI		
lost 0 - 1

Team of the Week

Basketball Results
Year 8 – Jerome wins the award this week for going above
and beyond what was asked of him. Jerome displayed great
generosity when he went out of his way to help a member
of staff. It was a great example of teamwork to help someone without expecting anything in return. Well done to all the
award winners!

.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

Monday 28 January
Wilson’s vs Trinity
lost
U18		

Badminton Results
Wednesday 30 January
Wilson’s vs Christ’s Hospital
U18		
won 12 - 4
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ROYAL AIR SQUADRON
TROPHY COMPETITION
We were at school almost two hours before sunrise
on a Sunday to travel to the Regional round of the
Air Squadron Trophy competition. The journey was
filled with leafing through our thick military knowledge and aircraft recognition resources and testing
each other, getting our answers right to the letter.
By the time we arrived at RAF Halton, we were no
longer only half awake and rubbing the sleep out
of our eyes, but primed and ready for a long day of
drill, uniform checks and remembering the past few
months’ worth of practice.

While the rest of the team was doing the aircraft
recognition (AR) test, me and 3 others were being
marked on our shooting abilities. Although one of
our co-captains was on course for best shot, we
were beaten to first place. The rest of the team took
first place in the AR test, with one of them scoring
the best out of every individual cadet taking the test.
Finally, military knowledge, in which we placed second, led to an end result of 2nd place overall, which
qualifies us for the Nationals, close behind one of
our long-time rivals, Maidstone Grammar.

The day started with the uniform inspection and drill
routine, which itself had been drilled into our heads
every Thursday, Saturday and Sunday for weeks
beforehand. Then came the command
task, a test of both leadership and teamwork, in
which we placed 2nd out of 15.

This sniff of victory will only make us work harder
in preparation for the Nationals in March, where we
hope to bring the trophy home for the second time in
Wilson’s School CCF history.
Article by Ayden (Y11)
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 18 - Friday 22 February HALF TERM BREAK

•

Monday 25 February - Friday 8 March Sixth Form Exam Weeks

•

Tuesday 5 March - GCSE Musicians’
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Monday 11 March - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 p.m.)

•

Monday 11 March - Maths Circle Lecture

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Early Mornings
For pupils who arrive early to school, the
Dining Hall area is available from 07.45 for
any pupil wishing to purchase food. The
playground is also supervised from 08.00 and
the Library is open from 07.45 for quiet work
or reading. As far as possible, we expect
homework to be completed at home and it is
only in exceptional circumstances that boys
should be working at this time - much better
just to chat with friends and relax before the
day ahead!

PHILOSOPHY, ETHICS &
RELIGION SOCIETY
Article by Philosophy student, Spyros (Y13)

The Philosophy, Religion and Ethics
society meets every Tuesday in the
1880 Room. This term it has continued to be a place of open discussion,
and a place where students of any
age can give a talk on topics interesting or important to them. So far this
year, we have had some excellent
talks on: eternal life and its desirability; Confucius; the philosophy behind
The Truman Show; the ethics surrounding driverless car accidents; the
Euthyphro dilemma and whether or
not Veganism should be given rights
equal to other philosophical or religious beliefs. Last week’s talk
was delivered by me, covering the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein and his discussions of private language, among other
things. Part of his point was that it would be impossible for a
person to create a logically private language - that is, one that
only they could ever understand - because they alone would
be incapable of upholding the linguistic rules usually upheld by
the collective speakers of a language. I hope, as ever, to see
some new faces at our Tuesday meetings soon. Everyone is
welcome.

TEAM CHESS
CHALLENGE
Wilson’s hosted the regional final of Team Chess Challenge on
30 January and welcomed teams from Eltham College, Nonsuch
School, St Andrew’s (Leatherhead) and Langley Boys.
In a very close competition, Wilson’s 1st team with 12.5 points
out of 16, came second, just behind Eltham College who scored
13, but lost to Wilson’s in their own match. All Wilson’s A team
players performed well, with Tharshan (U6) on board 1 scoring 3
wins in 4 games, Aranan (U6) 3.5/4, Ghifari (U6) 2/4 and Samino
(L6) 4 straight wins in 4 games. The team will be playing at the
National Final at Imperial College at the start of April.
Other Wilson’s teams performed outstandingly with the year 9
team coming third with Eeshaan, Ugas and Daniel all winning
3 of their 4 games. A second sixth form team came fourth with
Arenkan (L6) starring with 4 wins in his 4 games. Max in our year
10 team also scored 4 out of 4, whilst Henry (Y8), Vishu (U6),
William (Y10), Neo (Y7) all scored 3 out of 4.

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

Pictured above: Evan (7G)
For responding positively and proactively
to his recent unavoidable absence from
school.
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HOUSE MUSIC
FINALISTS
Senior Piano			
Richard (Y12)

Senior Strings
Neos (Y11)

Middle School Piano		
Min (Y9)			

Junior Strings
Han-Joon (Y8)

Lower School Piano		
Jesse (Y8)

Senior Brass
Nat (Y12)

CHESS RESULTS

Senior Voice			
Max (Y13)			

Junior Brass
Craig (Y9)

Wilson’s B lost to KCS Wimbledon Juniors 		
0.5 – 5.5

Middle School Voice		
Theo (Y10)			

Senior Guitar
Ivon (Y11) & Callum (Y10)

Lower School Voice		
Conor (Y8)			

Junior Guitar
Hari (Y7)

Wilson’s C beat KCS Wimbledon B 			
9–3
with wins for Max (Y10), Atticus (Y9), Hashim
(U6), Varun (Y10), Ugas (Y9), Ian (Y9) and
Daniel (Y9)

Pictured above: Wilson’s Y9 players.

Percussion
Luke (Y11)
Our congratulations go to all of them and well done to all those
who took part.

Pictured above: Percussion heats in progress.

Pictured above: Jerome (8D)
For going above and beyond in helping
out a member of staff.

Wilson’s U13 lost to KCS Wimbledon Juniors B
5–7
Wins for Rahul (Y7), Jack (Y7), Hongyu (Y7)
and Ming Vu (Y7)

PFA NEWS
For the first time ever,
Wilson's Teachers,
boys,siblings, parents
& CCF will be swimming side-by-side in
Purley Rotary's 31st
Swimathon in 2019.
Each team will swim
continuously, in a relay,
for 55 minutes. The
30 year record currently stands at 222
lengths. Can Wilson's
break that record?! Our
swimmers need your
support and encouragement.
To support our Teachers, boys, siblings and
parent Teams, donate

at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/wilsonspfa2019
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To support our Wilson's School CCF Team, donate at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/wilsonsschoolccf2019

Pictured above: The U15 Rugby Team.

PFA 100 CLUB RESULTS
FEBRUARY 2019
The winners of the February PFA 100 Club draw are as follows:
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize

Mrs L Harries		
Mrs H Preest		
Mr W Robertson

£31.25
£18.75
£12.5

Our congratulations go to all of them. If you would like to take
part in the next draw, please contact the PFA using the following
email address: wilsons.100club@gmail.com.

RUGBY NEWS
U15 TEAM BEAT BOX HILL
The U15 team entertained Box Hill last Wednesday where they
were looking to put some good recent training sessions into
practice. They did that with a convincing 33-17 win. Guy (Y9)
starred with the ball in hand as he scored a hattrick and added
4 conversions, whilst Aditya and Classin crossed for two well
taken tries. Callum, Arthushchan and Pablo also contributed
well in defence, whilst Patrick was always a threat with the ball
in hand. Well done boys.

BASKETBALL
RESULTS
Monday 11 February
Wilson’s vs. Lingfield College
U13 team

lost

19 - 33

Having previously won their other 5 league
games, they have now qualified for the Basketball Development League Finals Day in
March.

UPCOMING
MATHS CIRCLE
LECTURES

FOOTBALL NEWS

BADMINTON RESULTS

Player of the Week

U16s win the National Quarter Finals at Dulwich College to
qualify for the Semi Finals.

Yorke (Yr 12) put in a man of the match display for the 5th XI
against Dunottar 1st XI; his two goals included a great finish from
outside the box. Richard (Yr 12) put in an almost perfect midfield
display while Seyon (Yr 12) scored a hatrick in the same game for
the 1st XI. Player of the week is Dino (Yr 7) who scored a goal of
the season contender with a rocket strike from twenty yards to win
the Sutton Cup semi final for the U12As.

U14As win the National Quarter Finals at Dulwich College to
qualify for the Semi Finals
U14Bs finish 3rd out of 8 school at the National Quarter
Finals

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Monday 4 February
Wilson’s vs Sevenoaks (Friendlies)
U15B 		
lost 1 - 5
lost 1 - 6
U15C 		
U15D 		
lost 0 - 5

Pictured above: U14D team after their win against Sevenoaks.

Pictured above: U14A/B teams at National Quarter Finals.
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Team of the Week

The 5th XI are having a season to remember with another win and
the 2nd XI showed great spirit to score a last-minute winner to beat
John Fisher. The U13B made it four wins and four clean sheets in
a row with a comprehensive win over Dulwich College. The 1st XI
marched into the Sutton cup final with a thumping 5-1 win over John
Fisher. Team of the week are the U12As who also advanced to the
Sutton Cup final. In terrible conditions with heavy rain and gale force
winds they beat Glenthorne 2-0 with a performance of determination
and quality. Good luck in the final.

SQUASH RESULTS
The U16 squash team lost 4-1 to Truro, beat Whitgift 4-1 and
beat Charterhouse 3-2 in the Regional Competition which
meant they just missed out on first place coming a very
creditable second. It was a great effort by the boys with some
excellent performances. A big thank you to Alex for being
drafted in at the last minute to play due to one of the team
being taken ill.

.

Pictured above: U13B team after 4 wins in a row.

Pictured above: U16 squash team.

Wednesday 6 February
Wilson’s vs John Fisher (Sutton Cup)
1st XI		
won 5 - 1
2nd XI		
won 3 - 2 (Friendly)
won 4 - 2 (Friendly)
5th XI 		
		
Thursday 7 February
Wilson’s vs Sevenoaks (Friendlies)
U14A 		
drew 3 - 3
lost 0 - 2
U14B 		
U14C 		
lost 2 - 5
U14D 		
won 1 - 0
Friday 8 February
Wilson’s vs Glenthorne (Sutton Cup)
U12A 		
won 2 - 0
Saturday 9 February
Wilson’s vs Dulwich College
(Friendlies)
U13A 		
won 3 - 1
U13B 		
won 4 - 0
U13C 		
lost 1 - 2
U13D 		
drew 4 - 4

“LOVERLY!”: MY FAIR LADY
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For the majority of pupils at Wilson’s, the last
sound they heard before leaving for February half
term was the 3.05 bell. But for a select number
of students it was the rapturous applause and
cries of bravo from a sold out audience in the
John Jenkins Hall at 10.30pm. That’s right, the
end of February half term saw the run of the annual Senior Production which for the first time in
many years was a musical – My Fair Lady. The
well-known musical, made famous by Julie Andrews, Rex Harrison and later, Audrey Hepburn,
charts the journey of flower girl Eliza Doolittle’s

elocution education from the ‘squashed cabbage
leaf’ she once was to the ‘lady at a ball’ she becomes, under the tutelage of “scientist of speech”
Henry Higgins, played effortlessly by Gabriel (Year
13). The production was well received from the
talented cast and the slick crew to the impressive
Orchestra and hardworking production team. My
Fair Lady also boasted the highest ticket sales of
any senior production in at least eight years. It was
a huge success and we extend thanks to all those
involved.

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Tuesday 5 March - GCSE Musicians’
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Monday 11 March - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 p.m.)

•

Monday 11 March - Maths Circle Lecture

•

Tuesday 12 March - AS and A Level Recital
Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 14 March - Y8 Parents’ Evening
(4.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 15 March - MUFTI Day

•

Friday 15 March - Y9 Immunisations

•

Wednesday 20 March - EARLY FINISH
1.05 p.m.

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Driving and parking around school
Thanks to the cooperation of parents,
traffic flow on Mollison Drive is improving.
Unfortunately, we have received complaints
about the conduct in surrounding roads of a
small number of parents. If you must collect
your son by car, please use Hannibal Way,
where the gate is open between 1530-1545. At
other times, please park and wait considerately
(never in front of driveways).

JAMES IS SELECTED
FOR SURREY RUGBY

BIOLOGY OLYMPIAD

My experience with Surrey Rugby began in Year
8 with the trials for the development squad – a two
year programme to aid
the growth of young players, lasting until the end
of Year 10. Fast forward a
few years and this programme ended and the
squad size halved. This
was when the full county
trials began in November.
The drive up to Dulwich
College was extremely
nerve racking knowing
the quality of players that
I was going to be playing
with and against. 150
were selected to trial for
a squad size of only 24.
This included players
from all the Surrey
development centres and
from Harlequins U16s. I
was both surprised and
elated when I received
the email a month later
to inform me that I was
selected. The first training
session began in January
and it was the hardest,
most exhausting session
I have ever experienced.,
but more than worth it. On 4 February we travelled to Grasshoppers RFC to play against Middlesex. It was a good game that
we managed to win 60 – 12 and I was lucky to score on the day!
Picking the ball up from the back of a ruck I managed to
dummy and go through to beat the last defender and score. It
has been great to test myself at a higher level following playing
for the school and the club. My school rugby has really helped
me develop on and off the pitch with all the playing time and the
S&C sessions in the gym.

A group of Year 12 and Year 13 students recently completed the
Biology Olympiad, a competition consisting of two, 45-minute
multiple choice papers taken online. Congratulations to Danish (Year 13) who achieved the highest score of our cohort and
receives a Gold Award. Special mention also to Alex and Prrajesh
(Year 12) who claimed the highest scores among our Year 12
students and earned a Silver Award. Well done to all who took
part.
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Article by James (Y11)

Mr Kimmins noted: James has really deserved his opportunity
to represent the county at rugby. It is no easy feat and he is
amongst some of the best players in the country in the squad he
is selected in. James is not only a very talented rugby player but
he is an excellent student off the pitch. This was demonstrated
last week when he came out in his own time after school to support the Year 10s, help coach the boys and bring the water on!
I am extremely proud of him.

CHESS RESULTS
NATIONAL CUP
Wilson’s vs. KCS
Wilson’s B lost to KCS Junior
Wins for William (Year 10) and
Nivjesh (Year 11)
Wilson’s F lost to KCS Wimbledon
Win for Minh (Year 7)

2.5 – 3.5

1.0 – 5.0

WILSON’S
CHESS
CHALLENGE
Pictured above: Danish, Prrajesh and Alex.

Spirit of Rugby Award
Dylan (Year 8) won the Spirit of
Rugby award the week before halfterm. Dylan won this award for his
growth in confidence over the last
few weeks. He has really been
enjoying his rugby, playing with a
smile on his face. He has certainly
had the ‘Enjoyment’ recently!

1st
2nd
3rd
4th=

Hongyu
Daniel 		
Kartihan
Pushkar
and Daniel

(Year 7)
(Year 9)
(Year 7)

6/6
5/6
4/6

(Year 7)

3.5/6

CCF NEWS
EXERCISE CAVAN
Early Saturday morning Blenheim Company departed for
EXERCISE CAVAN on the Cinque Ports Training Areas.
The advanced infantry test exercise for the Year 10 cadets
of 4 & 5 Platoons and the culmination of the Year 11s of 6
Platoon’s Junior Non-Commissioned Officers’ Cadre testing their leadership in command appointments in the field.
During the 36 hours of the exercise the Company lived and
worked in the field occupied harbour areas, sent out recce
patrols and practised fighting withdrawals. The exercise,
which also allows senior corporals their first experience
as platoon sergeant, culminated, on Sunday afternoon, in
an impressive company attack covering a huge amount of
ground and clearing nine enemy positions before patrolling
to the relative comfort of Saint Martin’s Plain Camp for an
evening of post exercise administration and a bed for the
night; knowing that all had passed their test exercise either
as a senior cadet or as a section commander.
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RECRUITS CAMP
As some of the troops left, the remaining staff and cadet
NCOs readied themselves and the camp for the arrival of
Arras Company for the recruits’ camp. Wilson’s School CCF
had 171 cadets and adults visiting between Monday and
Thursday made up of around 50 from the RAF Section and
121 from the Army Section.
Monday saw the revision of skill at arms lessons leading to
weapons handling tests. All passed enabling them to progress with the rest of the week’s training. Tuesday brought
EXERCISE TANGIER a carousel which included a first
attempt at an Army obstacle course, firing on the Dismounted Close Combat Trainer (a laser range), a navigation
exercise, a command task, a military knowledge quiz and
some field craft lessons. In the evening the platoons cycled
through a military knowledge test and went onto the training area to watch a night noise demonstration. Wednesday
brought EXERCISE PLUMER, with the recruits spending
the day in the field. Training Area B was Wilson’s and
Wallington students learning and applying camouflage and
concealment, practising pairs fire and manoeuvre and being
taught how to live and eat in the field. Once a full carousel
was completed A Coy patrolled to higher ground from which
they saw a demonstration from senior cadets of a section
attack, a demonstration so good that one of our newest
adult volunteers Mr Eeles (a former regular infantry soldier)
described the participants as looking like young soldiers
rather than cadets. High praise indeed. On Thursday the
recruits practised for and passed their drill and turnout test
before taking part in a passing out parade in which each
one was presented with their beret sporting the cap badge
of the affiliated Princess of Wales Royal Regiment. Cadet
Otu was named best recruit. Henceforth to be referred to
as cadets, no longer recruits.
For the RAF perspective - see next week’s newsletter!

TABLE TENNIS
RESULTS
At the London South Individual Table Tennis
U13 competition 2019 which took place on 14
February, Ben (Year 8) played well winning 3
out of 5 matches in his group and Shantosh
(Year 7) won his group and made it to the last
8 (of 36) before being defeated. Congratulations to both of them.

UPCOMING
MATHS CIRCLE
LECTURES

MATHS DEPT UPDATE

There is always a lot going on in the maths department! Here
is a snap shot of some of the things that have been happening
in this first week after half term.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

At Key Stage 3, Year 7 students have been learning about
transformations and how these can be represented mathematically. Recently, they also had ‘NSPCC Number Day’ which
was an inter-house maths competition that involved the whole
year group, whilst raising money for NSPCC. Year 8 are currently focussing on algebra. Having expanded double brackets before half term, they are now focussing on reversing this
process by factorising quadratics.
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At Key Stage 4, Year 9 students have had a shape focus recently and have been extending their knowledge on trigonometry and Pythagoras. Year 10 have been delving further into
trigonometry and have been exploring the properties of the
sine, cosine and tangent functions for angles greater than 90
degrees. In Year 11, the focus is very much on preparation
for GCSE. They have been consolidating work by completing
harder problems, such as tackling problems from our ‘Aim
Higher’ pack. Key Stage 4 also recently completed the Intermediate Maths Challenge, with over 400 students taking part!
Key Stage 5 students are mid mocks at the moment and have
been revising the wide range of advanced topics that they
have been studying this year. The lower 6th are bringing
together their skills from pure maths, statistics and mechanics
and applying these to exam level questions. The upper 6th
are most of the way through the A Level course and are applying their skills to harder problem solving and modelling situations. Further mathematicians are also tackling challenging
further maths topics such as using inverse functions in integration and second order differential equations.

Pictured above: Key Stage 3 students at work

Wilson’s School Maths Circle

Long Horizon

Investment
March 18 2019, 4 – 5 pm

ALAN GOODMAN
Telent Pensions Department

Wilson’s School Lecture Theatre
Having worked for several asset management companies in the City,
Alan knows the importance of maths and quantitative methods in
finance. Strategies range from real assets (real estate, infrastructure,
timber) to private markets (private equity and private credit) and hedge
fund allocations. There’s lots of maths involved and an in-depth
knowledge of statistical techniques in particular is important in his
role.

Pictured above: Key Stage 4 students at work
Wilson’s School Maths Circle

Should you trust

statistics?

Many more events and competitions have been happening
outside of the classroom including the Southampton University
Maths Challenge which is open to Years 7 to 10. Details of
this competition are on the web page as follows: https://www.
southampton.ac.uk/maths/outreach/activities/challenge-18.
page.

March 25 2019, 4 – 5 pm
PROF. EMMA McCOY
Imperial College, London

Wilson’s School Lecture Theatre
Most of the data that is reported in the media today arises from
observational studies, making it dangerous to draw casual conclusions.
Prof. McCoy will explore how we can use properly designed statistical
studies in order to estimate treatment effects.

Also, starting on Monday 11 March, we have our annual Maths
Circle lectures which have a fantastic line up of speakers over
the next four Mondays. Aimed at sixth formers the titles of
these lecture are: “2D or not 2D”, “Long Horizon Investment”,
“Should You Trust Statistics” and “Mathematical Modelling
Please refer to the Wilson’s Match Circle web page: http://
www.wilsons.school/curriculum/dept/maths/circle/
Pictured above: Key Stage 5 students at work

CCF RECRUITS’ CAMP
Article by ‘Best RAF Cadet’ Norman (Year 9)
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During the February Half Term, we were invited to the Recruits’
Camp at St Martin’s, Folkstone. On our arrival, we unpacked our
bags and went to eat in the mess (the same mess that even the
Royal Marine Commandos used!). We then learned from our
respective room IC’s how to prepare ourselves for a room inspection. After a short time, in which we received pointers on how to
present ourselves i.e. polishing boots and making sure our combat trousers were ironed with a straight crease down the front, we
were allowed free time. Firstly, we had our first showers (which
were not as bad as we first thought) and then we went to the
NAFFI in Block 13, where we shared our experiences with each
other and stressed out (excessively) about our Part 1 Tests, which
went towards us finally becoming cadets and receiving our berets.

task spelling out ‘IT IS
LUNCHTIME WHEN THIS IS
OVER’ in binary. We then did
our first-aid exercise (Pilot
Officer Pauschoud’s acting
was incredible). After this,
we did the command task
that I led, which was, for me,
one of the most enjoyable
experiences from the whole
camp. We were told to build
a tower as tall as possible,
with the only limitation being
that we couldn’t build unless we were in a set area,
but the only people allowed
within the circle were blindfolded. It was a true test
of my leadership and my
squad’s teamwork. Aircraft
recognition came next. A navigation task followed this, which had
us walking around, following bearings and clues on a map. After
this we did some aircraft recognition; a quiz, which was really fun,
and then had our last room inspection, free time and sleep.

Thursday was the day of the big parade, where those of us who
passed (that was all of us from the RAF section) were issued with
our berets. Those of us in the RAF section were then made to
learn the drill commands and timings that the Army Section use,
which I must say are a lot faster and more complicated than the
RAF drill. We then practised as a parade, before going on parade
Returning to our rooms at 22:15, we went to sleep at 22:30 leav- in front of the Major and receiving our berets. Promotions for the
ing us 8 hours of fulfilling rest.
NCO’s were announced first, with the RAF promotions being Sergeant Wong to Flight Sergeant Wong and Corporal Wong to SerThe next day, we started with a full English breakfast and then a
geant Wong. The best cadets were then announced: Cadet Norfew minutes of last-minute testing of each other. We tried hard on man (me) from the RAF section and Cadet Otu from the Army. We
the tests, and with our efforts being reinforced by the great teach- then marched up to the Major, saluted him, received our prizes and
ing skills of the NCO’s, we all passed! Our tests were followed by marched back. We finished off the parade and ate lunch before
a revision session on aircraft recognition and then drill with our
leaving for
Squad IC’s and then lunch.
Wilson’s,
arriving
We were introduced to STEM tasks, this one being led by Flight
at 15:30.
Sergeant Wong. We were split into two groups and had to plan
The whole
flight path for our teammates in the other room to follow with a
experidrone. This was a highlight of many people’s time at the camp.
ence was
We were then introduced to the idea of the ASTC disciplines
something
(excluding shooting): first aid, drill, military knowledge, command
to retasks and aircraft recognition. We practised command tasks,
member,
taking turns to be IC (in-command), and by the end my Squad IC
with the
chose me to be the IC during the assessed task. We then had a
Command
room inspection which was, as the CWO put it, a “major improveTask
ment” on the night before. ‘Lights out’ was at 22:30.
being my
personal
On Wednesday we had a short navigation/tactical task, which my
favourite
squad successfully completed. We had a short lesson on codes
part of the
which was inspired by Ben’s love for the subject with the end
camp.
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 11 March - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 p.m.)

•

Monday 11 March - Maths Circle Lecture

•

Tuesday 12 March - AS and A Level
Recital Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 14 March - Y8 Parents’ Evening
(4.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 15 March - MUFTI Day

•

Friday 15 March - Y9 Immunisations

•

Wednesday 20 March - EARLY FINISH
(1.05 p.m.)

•

Friday 22 March - Y8 PFA Cake Sale

•

Wednesday 27 March - Y7 Music
Showcase 1 (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 28 March - Y7 Music Showcase
2 (7.00 p.m.)

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Attendance
The overall attendance figure for the school
continues to be very high (at 98%) and this
has been consistently the case for some years.
This is only achieved thanks to the support of
parents and the exceptional motivation and
resilience of the boys. Thank you for all your
support in this area.

WILSON’S SCHOOL OF
FUND-RAISING FISH
Article by Edwin (Year 7)

In a show of sporting zeal, 50 swimmers (Wilson’s boys, parents, siblings, CCF and most surprisingly teachers), participated
in a Swimathon at the Purley Leisure Centre. This was an event
in which multiple teams swam for charity. It was done to fundraise for Wilson’s PFA and Purley Rotary.

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

After a hectic week at school, excitement, anticipation and
courage bubbled up inside each participant. Everyone was enthusiastic about raising money for charity and having a fantastic
time while swimming. Though all the swimmers shuddered in
the cold water of the pool, it could not dampen their spirits, as it
was a jocular break from the tiring routine of school. There were
cheerful smiles all round.
Finally, it was…event day! As the valiant teams walked into their
allocated lanes (we were the mighty team 4 so we were in lane
2), the crowd was whirling with expectation and encouragement.
The atmosphere was more exciting than the trials! We waved
joyously at our parents or marvelled at Mr. Cole, who dropped in
and gave a real boost to all our swimmers!

Pictured above:Muhammad (7G)
For an unfailingly positive approach and
exemplary diligence in Literacy.
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But all conversations were abruptly severed by the countdown.
All our faces were masks of determination. As it neared the
final moments, the first swimmers rolled their shoulders and
stretched their legs and readied themselves for the first length.
3…2…1… The blare of the klaxon sounded, echoing and pulsating across the pool. The swimmers rocketed under the water,
the splash inaudible over the loud cheering of onside supporters
cheering or waving the ‘Wilson’s School of Fish’ banner.
We all persevered by swimming as fast as we could trying to
beat all the other teams. Even those who were not yet expert
swimmers have to be credited for their admirable efforts.
When the klaxon blared for the second and last time, we
stopped immediately and heaved ourselves out of the pool. We
were all very proud of ourselves, but were exhausted, for our
legs felt like wood- heavy and stiff. A total of 1016 lengths were
swum by our fabulous swimmers who brought their best to the
Swimathon 2019!
Unfortunately, our team didn’t win (but achieved over 110 laps
together!). I could not have hoped for a more exciting and truly
memorable experience swimming for charity. Perhaps, as you
are reading this now, funds are flowing in from sponsorship and
donations. If you couldn’t take part this year, you can still help
by donating at:
Wilson’s PFA - https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/wilsonspfa2019
Wilson’s School CCF - https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/wilsonsschoolccf2019
Good Luck next year in the Swimathon 2020!

Pictured above: Ewan (8S)
For producing a beautiful sculpture by
pushing himself to a higher standard. He
could have settled for a very good piece
of work, but demanded more of himself.

CHESS RESULTS
Wilson’s A beat Sutton A
5.5 – 0.5
Wins for Tharshan (U6), Aranan (U6),
Henry (Y8), Kiran (Y11) and Ghifari (Y13)
Wilson’s C beat Hampton C
9.0
– 3.0
2 wins for Max (Y10), Rahul (Y7) and Daniel
(Y9);
Wins for Varun (Y10), Eeshaan (Y9) and Ugas
(Y9)

MATERIALS SCIENCE
TASTER DAY
AT OXFORD

INTERMEDIATE MATHS
CHALLENGE RESULTS
Over 400 Wilson’s pupils sat the Intermediate Maths Challenge before Half Term, which is organised by the UK Maths
Trust (UKMT). This year 157 pupils gained Gold awards, by
far the highest total we have ever had. A further 129 pupils
gained silver awards and 80 bronze awards.
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Top score in the school was 122 by Varnan (Year 10), with
Dexter (Year 11) on 118, Jon (Year 11) 116 and Eeshaan
(Year 9) 114. A total of 23 Wilson’s pupils have qualified for
the Intermediate Maths Olympiad and 143 for the Intermediate Maths Kangaroo. Both these papers will be sat on Thursday 21 March. To help candidates prepare they should look
at the UKMT website https://www.ukmt.org.uk/ . Also, those
sitting the 2 hour Olympiad paper should see Dr Cooper in
F12 any lunchtime, and he is running Olympiad preparation
sessions at lunchtime on Friday 15 and Monday 18 March.

AUDITIONS! AUDITIONS!
JUNIOR PRODUCTION 2019

LORDLIES
F
WILLIAM
GOLDING’S

OF

THE

THURS 14TH
MARCH 2019
3.45-4.45PM

F23
(DRAMA ROOM)
YEAR 7 ONLY

CCF
PROMOTIONS

Over the half-term break Tunmise (Year 11) and five Year
12 boys (Anthony, Arenkan, Anishtan, James and Achuthan)
visited Oxford University for a one day course for prospective
students. During their visit they had a brief introduction to
Materials Science as a subject; a talk from a senior lecturer
about their work, a tour of the department and its facilities; a
brief tour of one of the colleges, a workshop looking at different aspects of Materials Science and advice on how to apply
to study Materials Science.
Article by Tunmise (Year 11)
We all met at Victoria at 7 am exhausted, nevertheless still excited for the day
ahead, arriving at Oxford University at 9
am. We started off the day doing some
practicals based on solar energy panels and tensile strength. Then we got a
chance to tour the university and we saw
some of the most expensive equipment
you could ever imagine. This included a
£4 million electron microscope and two of
the only atom probes in the UK! Finally, we got to experience
a university lecture on photovoltaic cells. I am really fortunate
to have got to experience this and the Year 12s made me feel
very welcome despite being a year younger. I am however
most grateful to the school for providing the opportunity as I
am now considering a masters in engineering specialising in
material science.

DRAMA
JUNIOR
PRODUCTION

Congratulations to all those who achieved
promotion during the half-term camp:

Wilson’s School Maths Circle

2D
or
not
2D
Maths, Art and Dimension
March 11 2019, 4 – 5 pm

PROF. TONY MANN
University of Greenwich

Wilson’s School Lecture Theatre
This talk will explore the mathematics of dimension. We'll see how
mathematicians (and artists) move between two dimensions and three,
we'll discover objects which are neither two- nor three-dimensional
but somewhere in between, and we'll find a container whose capacity
is finite but whose surface area is infinite. Be prepared for some
unusual applications of maths!

Cadet to Lance Corporal
Apio, Arif, Asokkumar, Benjamin, Clerk, Tan,
Thompson, Flowers, Fuah, Gikas, Horn, Davidson, Merry, Murugessan, Raja, Sakabani, Wong,
Kamalathasan
Corporal to Sergeant
Deng, Fletcher, Sivasothy, Pepper, Nallathambapillai, Rennie Carter
Sergeant to Colour Sergeant
Griffin, Joni, Conceicao
WO 2 (CSM) Wakefield was promoted to WO1
and appointed Regimental Sergeant Major of
the Corps.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

FOOTBALL NEWS
Player of the Week

Co-curricular Timetable

Vishnu (Yr 7) scored a stunning four goals for the U12Fs on his
debut as captain. Jasper (Yr 10) made his senior debut for the
school and put in a man of the match performance for the 2nd XI.
Player of the week is Asa (Yr 7), who is a having a fantastic first
season for the school, scored an incredible seven goals against
Cardinal Vaughan.

Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Thursday 28 February
Wilson’s vs Greenshaw (Sutton Cup)
U15A 		
lost 1 - 2

Pictured above: Vishnu and the U12s.

Pictured above: Asa pictured above in action.
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Team of the Week
The U12As made it six wins in a row with a comprehensive away
win over Cardinal Vaughan while on the same day, the U12Bs
put in their best performance of the season winning 4-0. The
U14Cs led by the excellent Pelumi (Yr 9) scored some brilliant
goals in their fine win over Brighton College. Team of the week
is the 4th XI who were another side who put in their best performance of the season to beat a very good Brighton College team
3-0.
Pictured above: U12s warming up.

TABLE TENNIS
RESULTS
Thursday 28 February
Wilson’s vs. Bishop Thomas Grant
U13 team
U16 team
Pictured above: U12s playing next to Twickenham.

won
won

8-2
8-2

Friday 1 March
Wilson’s vs Cardinal Vaughan
(Friendlies)
U12A 		
won 7 - 0
U12B 		
won 4 - 0
lost 1 - 0
U12C 		
U12D 		
won 8 - 3
lost 0 - 3
U12E 		
U12F 		
won 7 - 0
Saturday 2 March
Wilson’s vs Brighton College
(Friendlies)
1st XI 		
won 4 - 2
2nd XI
won 2 - 1
3rd XI 		
drew 1 - 1
4th XI 		
won 3 - 0
5th XI 		
won 4 - 1
U15A 		
won 4 - 1
U15B 		
drew 1 - 1
U14A 		
lost 2 - 0
U12B 		
won 6 - 3
U14C 		
won 9 - 0

NATIONAL CHAMPIONS!
Last Sunday, the Wilson’s School CCF Royal Air Squadron Trophy team travelled to RAF Halton to compete in the National
RASTC Competition. The team was made up of 13 cadets and
one reserve and was co-captained by FS Bahra (Wilson’s) and FS
Lewis (Wallington High School for Girls).
In February we competed in the regional round of the RASTC,
which we have consistently won over the last few years. However,
this year we placed in a comfortable second place, still qualifying
for the national competition. Although second place was a satisfying placement, it motivated the whole team in our training leading
up to the Nationals. RASTC training has consisted of training on
a Thursday after school and also during the weekends leading up
to the competition and the whole team has shown the strength
of their diligence, integrity and hard work in preparation for the
competition.
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The competition was spread across the testing of 6 disciplines, all
led by one of the members of our SNCOs: Drill (FS Bahra), Com
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mand Task (CWO Ko), Shooting (FS Lewis), First Aid (FS Lewis), Aircraft Recognition (Sgt Wales) and Military Knowledge (FS
Wong and Sgt Bouchon). We travelled to RAF Halton for the
competition. Fifteen teams were involved in the national level of
the RASTC, some travelling from Scotland and Northern Ireland;
thankfully we had a much easier journey. We then competed
throughout the day in the six disciplines which led to the final parade in the late afternoon. This year we had the honour of having
the final parade hosted by Air Commodore Dawn McCafferty CBE,
who holds the position of Commandant of Air Cadets and is in
charge of all RAF and ATC cadets across the country.

Links

Overall, we placed: first in Military Knowledge and Aircraft Recognition; runners up in Drill and third in Shooting and First Aid.
This led to us becoming the National Champions of the Royal
Air Squadron Competition for the second time in Wilson’s School
CCF history, a feat rarely accomplished by a state school.

Looking Ahead

Article by FS Bahra

Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar
•

Monday 18 March - Maths Circle Lecture
(3.45 p.m.)

•

Wednesday 20 March - EARLY FINISH
(1.05 p.m.)

•

Friday 22 March - Y8 PFA Cake Sale

•

Monday 25 March - Maths Circle Lecture
(3.45 p.m.)

•

Wednesday 27 March - Y7 Music
Showcase 1 (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 28 March - Y7 Music Showcase
2 (7.00 p.m.)

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Coats and Jackets
Now that the weather is beginning to improve,
a reminder that only formal, dark coloured
coats and jackets are acceptable - no hoodies
or sportswear.

UK CHEMISTRY
OLYMPIAD 2019
Congratulations to the ten Upper Sixth students who competed in round 1 of the Chemistry
Olympiad this year. Each year
the Royal Society of Chemistry
organises a Chemistry Olympiad aimed at the most able
A-level students across the UK.
This consists of a challenging
two hour paper with questions
based on real world Chemistry
problems. This year’s questions included, among others,
the Chemistry involved in treating nerve poisoning and biodegradable plastics.

SUCCESS IN THE BPhO
PHYSICS OLYMPIAD
This year, four students from our Upper Sixth were entered into
the BPhO Physics Olympiad competition, a gruelling Physics
exam sat by over 1,960 top students around the UK. Edward (Yr
13) received a commendation, Matthew (Yr 13) a Bronze 2, Ghifari (Yr 13) a Silver and Akash (pictured below and Yr 13) a Gold
award. Akash’s Gold award put him in the top 200 students in the
country and earned him the Physics book ‘Storm in a Teacup:
The Physics of Everyday Life’ as a prize. In addition to this, he
also achieved a Silver award in the British Astronomy and Astrophysics Olympiad paper despite not having covered the Astrophysics topic at A level before sitting the paper! Congratulations
to all those involved.

Completing the paper is an achievement in itself, with competitors having to apply their chemical knowledge in order to
answer questions that are well beyond the confines of the A
level syllabus.

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

Pictured above:Poorwa (7B)
For assisting an elderly member of the
public on the bus.
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This year, every student
achieved a minimum of a silver
award which is hugely impressive. The highest Wilson’s
score was achieved by Quangminh whose outstanding performance secured him a Gold
award. All of the boys did very
well indeed and should be very
proud of their achievements –
Well done!
Quangminh
Man-Bok
Elliott		
Akash		
Vishu		
Thusyanthan
Govarthan
Thanushan
Abdullah
Vincent

Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver

Pictured above: Biranavan (8G)
For showing great improvement on his
subject monitoring form.

CHESS RESULT

Pictured above: Quangminh

Wilson’s B lost to Sutton A 		

1.5 – 4.5

Win for Atticus (Y9), draw for Shivank (Y11),

Pictured above: Akash with his prize.

SPEAK OUT
CHALLENGE
All pupils in Year 10 took part in the Speak Out Challenge on
Friday, 8 March – a full day of training in public speaking.
Pupils clearly valued the experience, with numerous very
positive comments on the feedback forms: “I had a very good
time. The workshop [was] engaging and fun, and I’ll remember
it for a long time” and “we had a very friendly workshop leader
who helped and encouraged us”. One boy wrote that “normally this would make me nervous but this workshop helped me
focus on things to keep my mind off the nerves and focus on
the speech”. In turn, the organisers and trainers were very impressed indeed with the boys and particularly with the winners
in each form – David (10B), Prabhas (10C), Eitan (10D), Anshuman (10G), Amery (10H) and Ronnie (10S).
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The boys spoke again in the assembly on Thursday to establish
a school winner, who will take part in the regional final on 27
March at Wallington High School for Girls.

RUGBY NEWS
U13A Rugby beat Box Hill

The U13s travelled to Box Hill with a strong squad
looking to gain some valuable playing time before the
sevens tournaments next week. They played the first
half using the normal format of the game and dominated throughout. Tries from You You , Luka, Jake and
Sean took them to a 35-0 lead. They then played two
seven minute halves of sevens and again were on the
score sheet fast. Moving the ball wide they managed
to score eight more tries in what was a thoroughly
enjoyable afternoon out.

U12A Rugby (with best performance of the season)

The U12s travelled down to an in form Box Hill last
Friday in wet and blustery conditions. With the focus
on the breakdown it was clear that the boys would
have to look after the ball if they were to come away
with a win. That they did as they were able to exploit
gaps in the wide channels all day. With Shaan, Arham,
Tai and Hersh providing a solid platform it was up to
Toba, Demilade and Euan to use the space provided.
They used the space well as they set up Michael for
four tries on the day! Ravindu also benefitted as he
ran in two well taken tries before captain Shaan finished proceedings. The boys will now be tested further
as they play in Orleans Park sevens next week. Well
done all.

Pictured above: This year’s finalists

Pictured above: Last year’s winners - Evin and Ray

Pictured above: U13 Rugby team

YR 7 MUSIC
SHOWCASE
Wednesday 27 March, 2019
7B, 7C and 7D
Thursday 28 March, 2019
7G, 7H and 7S
Free concert. Please return your
reply slips to the red postbox in the
Music Department as soon as
possible. Please note all Yr 7
vocalists will perform together on
Thursday 28 March only. All
bassoonists will perform on both
evenings.

FOOTBALL NEWS
Player of the Week
Jae-Min (Yr 7) scored a clinical hattrick for the U12A in their
win over Dunottar while Ajay (Yr 12) put in a man of the match
performance for the 5th XI against RGS. Nathan (Yr 12) and
Sam (Yr 13) put in one of their best performances for the school
with the 1st XI Saturday. Both players worked incredibly hard and
showed fantastic quality on the ball. Player of the week is Josh
(Yr 13) who scored a goal of the season contender for the 1st XI
with a thirty-yard strike which rebounded in off the bar.

MATCH REPORT
Cardinal Vaughan Memorial School vs Wilsons U12B
Friday 1 March 2019
Match report by Alexander (Yr 7)
We came into the match with a change of formation, instead of
the usual 3-2-3, we played a 2-1-2-1-2. This was a risk as we
had less defence and more attack. As a result of this, one of our
defensive players Yohann, had to move from right back to right
wing, which was a big change for him. The opposing team, Cardinal Vaughan Memorial School, had first kick off so as soon as
the whistle blew we put pressure on them to try and force them
to make mistakes. Although this may not have come into immediate effect, we were eventually rewarded with a corner. Whilst
the corner came in with no height, it did have pace heading into
the box, which lead to a goal mouth scramble and after all the
confusion had ended one of our wingers, Noel, tapped the ball
into the back of the net.
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This got the adrenaline pumping around the bodies of everyone on our team, ready to score another goal. Shortly after, the
opposition was given a corner. The corner was well defended
and came out to Noel on the wing who then booted the ball as a
clearance and it flew to Yusuf, one of our strikers.  Yusuf played
a clever flick pass over their defender to our second striker,
Seeralan. It only took Seeralan two touches to get to the opposing teams penalty area from the half way line, beating another
defender with his extreme pace. Unfortunately, the goalkeeper
received the ball at his feet from Seeralan’s second enormous
touch. However, using his striker’s instinct, Seeralan noticed
the goalkeeper had not yet picked up the ball and so he stole it
and scored our second goal of the match. To carry us into the
second half with our heads held high, Ishan scored our third goal
and concluded the action in the first half.
The second half was less eventful until Ishan was on another
break away with his pace. He played a quick one-two with me to
startle the defenders. He then took a shot and placed it perfectly in the top left-hand corner of the goal. No more goals were
scored after that, leaving the Wilson’s B Team to win the match
4-0 and have a pleasant trip back to school.

Pictured above: U13B team against Dunottar

Team of the Week
The 5th XI played up two levels to beat RGS 3rd XI, which was
their thirteenth win in seventeen games to continue their fine
season. Team of the week are the 1st XI who faced the daunting
task of an away trip to Gordon’s, who are in the last four of the
National Cup and came away with a 1-0 victory. It was a superb
performance from all thirteen players who showcased what Wilson’s football is all about.

Pictured above: U12B team against Cardinal Vaughan
Memorial School

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Monday 4 March
Wilson’s vs Glenthorne (Friendly)
U15A 		
drew 2 - 2
Wednesday 6 March
Wilson’s vs RGS Guildford (Friendlies)
3rd XI		
lost 4 - 3
5th XI		
won 3 - 1
Friday 8 March
Wilson’s vs Cheam (Sutton League)
U14A		
lost 1 - 2
lost 1 - 2
U12A		
Saturday 9 March
Wilson’s vs Gordon’s (Friendly)
1st XI		
won 1 - 0
Wilson’s vs Dunottar (Friendlies)
U15A		
won 2 - 0
U14C		
won 5 - 0
U13B		
won 9 - 1
won 7 - 0
U12A		
U12B		
drew 2 - 2

WILSON’S AS AND A2 STUDENTS
SHOW THAT THEY ‘HAVE RHYTHM’
and Dr Clayden, in particular, for accompanying the
students for this highly challenging repertoire. The
music department would like to thank all those
who attended the recital and who provide ongoing
support to our wonderfully hard-working music students. Mr Cole, in his closing words, explained how
much time it takes in order for the students to reach
such a high level on any instrument, and said that
he thought their efforts were commendable.
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Some of our very best musicians delighted an appreciative audience on Tuesday evening at the AS
and A Level Musicians’ Evening. All students
performed exceptionally. Although each and every
performance was a triumph in its own right, the
dazzling cadenza passages in Oli’s rendition of the
Valse by Godard, Gabriel’s sensitive rendition of
Debussy’s Ballade, and the rhythmic musical
fireworks performed by Andy in Gershwin’s ‘I Got
Rhythm’ were of note. Thanks go to Mr Lissimore
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 25 March - Maths Circle Lecture
(3.45 p.m.)

•

Wednesday 27 March - Y7 Music
Showcase 1 (7.00 p.m.)

•

Thursday 28 March - Y7 Music Showcase
2 (7.00 p.m.)

•

Friday 29 March - Activities Day

•

Monday 1 April - Maths Circle Lecture
(3.45 p.m.)

•

Tuesday 2
p.m.)

April - Spring Concert (7.00

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Road Safety
Please talk to your son about the importance
of not using a mobile phone, texting or
listening to headphones while crossing the
road. Please also talk about the particular
dangers of running across busy roads for
a bus or train; it is better to be late than
seriously injured or killed.

Pictured above: The AS and A Level students participating in the evening.

U6 SUBJECT
COMMENDATIONS
Since the Year 13 students have been in the Sixth Form, each
term students have been nominated by their class teachers for
Sixth Form Commendations. Sadly, this is the final time we are
able to give this award to the current cohort but in many ways,
their continued efforts make this term’s Subject Commendations
more laudable. When considering who to nominate for these
awards, we ask Heads of Departments to consider students who
have consistently shown the following:
•
•
•

An unwavering work ethic throughout the academic term;
Great commitment to making progress in their studies, regardless of their current grade;
Dedication to their subjects that goes beyond the curriculum.

The students who have been nominated have shown a truly commendable attitude to their studies. We want to take this
opportunity to formally acknowledge and celebrate their industry
and resilience, not only during this term but throughout their time
at Wilson’s. They have worked hard and have truly embodied
the ethos of the school. Congratulations, gentlemen!
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Art
Oscar
Biology
Joseph, Niall		
Chemistry
Humphrey, Tharshan
Classics
Rory			
Computing
Akash			
DT		Josh			
Economics
Sam, Rajiv				
English
Rohan			
French		Sam			

OWs VISIT FALLEN
COMRADE
Capt J Hicks (Royal Artillery) and Lieutenant D Hall (Royal
Engineers) are currently stationed on the Falkland Islands. They
recently visited the grave of an Old WIlsonian, George Duckett,
who was buried on the islands during the First World War (and in
fact was the first OW to fall in that conflict). They left a small
message and a copy of the School Roll of Honour, which lists all
those who fell in the Great War. Capt Hicks included the following
about Duckett’s death:

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

“In the late afternoon of 8 December 1914, during the Battle of the
Falklands, HMS Kent engaged the German Cruiser Nurnburg. Old
Wilsonian George Duckett was at his action station as the medic in
one of Kent’s two 6-inch gun turrets. During the engagement his
turret took a direct hit, igniting the charges and horrifically burning
the gun crews. Unfortunately Duckett was to succumb to his
wounds a few days later. He was laid to rest in Stanley cemetery in
a Commonwealth War Graves Commission plot with his
shipmates.”
Our warm wishes to OWs like Jon and Dan, who remember,
wherever they are, the school’s motto – non sibi sed omnibus.

Geography
Ieuan
German
Greg
Gov & Politics Ieuan
History		Minh Nhat
Latin		Rishi
Maths		Praveenan,
Hashim, Kyle
Philosophy
Spyros
Physics
Praveenan
Spanish
Karim, Ben

Pictured above: Thuishijanth (7G)
For being a helpful and supportive classmate.

Pictured above: Abdirisaq (8C)
For helping someone on his way to school Such
a great example of ‘Non Sibi Sed omnibus’.  
Abdi is our first peer nomination.

Pictured above: Those U6 students who received subject commendations.

GOING GREEN
Thank you to everyone who brought in vouchers
from Woodcote Green Garden Centre last year.
We had a fantastic response which then gave us
over £200 in vouchers. In addition to some new
fish for the aquaria in S10, the vouchers were
used to begin a horticultural project in the Lower
School.
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Representatives from
Years 7 and 8 have been
creating a mixed tray of
plants each, with Mrs
Higgs, to brighten up their
form rooms. A variety of
techniques were used
to propagate the plants
including cuttings, runners
and root division. Each
tray contains a selection
of succulents, trailing
plants and even plants to
purify the air! Some Coleus seeds were planted
(a colourful foliage plant),
Nasturtiums for some
brightly coloured flowers
(and culinary properties)
and Basil for aromatic
foliage.
Each class has been supplied with a care sheet, and learnt
about the different requirements of their plants in order to nurture them and help them to thrive. The pupils will be responsible
for maintaining their plants and are encouraged to return to the
Science department if plants need updating in order to maintain
healthy and attractive displays.

SUTTON YOUTH
EXHIBITION
The annual Sutton
Youth Exhibition
has been relaunched and is
currently on show
at the Sutton Library Gallery until
Sunday 24 March.
This is a celebration of Art from
Sutton Secondary
Schools and artworks by a number
of Wilson’s boys
from each of the
Key Stages were
selected for display.
Thomas (Y12) was
the KS 4 winner,
for his imaginative
wire construction
of an Angler Fish, and was awarded the Elva Blacker prize by
Mrs Rebecca Jones, the great niece of the artist.
Sgt Elva Blacker was a local artist from Sutton, and an MT
driver in the WAAF during WW2 . She is best known for painting the portraits of over 1000 pilots and ground crew, creating a lasting record of life at the world’s most famous fighter
station.

SUCCESS FOR
WILSON’S OBOE
GROUP

Last Saturday Wilson’s oboe group took part in the Coulsdon
and Purley music festival and won the chamber music class
with a lively rendition of the Overture to the Marriage of Figaro
by Mozart. In addition Neo (Y11) won the unaccompanied solo
class and Hishaam (Y9) won the intermediate recital class,
with Ryan (Y11) gaining 1st place in the intermediate concerto
class, Jamal (Y11), Ayush
(Y9) and Michael (Y11) all
acquitting themselves well
and achieving honours and
distinction categories in their
classes. Neo has also been
nominated to participate in
the prestigious Hervey Alan
Competition later this month
and we send him our congratulations and good luck
for the competition.
Pictured above: The finished displays.

YR 7 MUSIC
SHOWCASE
Wednesday 27 March, 2019
7B, 7C and 7D
Thursday 28 March, 2019
7G, 7H and 7S
Free concert. Please return your
reply slips to the red postbox in the
Music Department as soon as
possible. Please note all Yr 7
vocalists will perform together on
Thursday 28 March only. All
bassoonists will perform on both
evenings.

Pictured below: Oboists Neo, Hishaam
and Ryan.

FOOTBALL NEWS
Player of the Week
Player Of The Week: Denis (Yr 9) put in an all-round performance for the U14B in their win over Wimbledon while Neo (Yr
7) put in a captain’s performance for the U12Es. Tom (Yr 10)
played up a level for the 2nd XI and was unlucky not to score a
hat-trick with his header striking the post. Player of the week is
Arthur (Yr 9) who played a huge part in the U14A gaining a clean
sheet against Wimbledon College. He showed excellent game
awareness and composure on the ball in his display.

RUGBY RESULTS
U13 Rugby at Orleans Park Sevens
Wilson’s 15 v 20 Cardinal Vaughan
Wilson’s 25 v 10 Hardinal

A narrow defeat in the closing stages against Cardinal Vaughan
was quickly recovered by a comprehensive victory against
Hardinal thanks to tries from Jake, You You, Luka and Sean.
Wilson’s through to the plate competition.
Wilson’s 20 v 30 Perins
Wilson’s 20 v 25 Fulham Boys School
Wilson’s 20 v 20 Richmond School
Wilson’s finished third in the plate competition and were close to
gaining second place but for a last minute try from Richmond.
The boys competed well against some of the strongest rugby
schools in West London.
Awards for the day:
‘Hotstepper’: Jude C
Best Dummy: Jake PG
Best Tackle: Sean B			
Best Try: Sean B (team try!)

U12 Rugby at Orleans Park Sevens

Pictured above: Neo (Y7)
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Team of the Week
U12Fs put in one of the performances of the season in a memorable game versus Wimbledon College. They found themselves
5-1 down after Wimbledon’s quick start but remarkable character
and team spirit created an unbelievable comeback to win the
game 6-5. Team of the week are the U14Bs, who beat
Wimbledon College 2-1. Wimbledon put the team under intense
pressure, but excellent defending and determination pulled them
through for another win in their fine season.

Wilson’s 30 v 0 Isleworth & Syon
Wilson’s 5 v 25 Orleans Park
A thumping victory against I&S thanks to tries from Tom, Shaan
and Michael was followed by a loss to the host school Orleans
Park. Euan was at the heart of the play feeding Ben and others
out wide to play some great sevens.
Wilson’s through to the plate competition.
Wilson’s 5 v 5 Grey Court
Wilson’s 5 v 25 London Oratory
Wilson’s 15 v 20 Richmond School
Some tired legs saw Wilson’s earn a respectful draw against
Grey Court before losing to LO and falling aganosingly short in
the last play of the game against RUT school.
Awards for the day:
‘Hotstepper’: Tom C
Best Dummy: Euan S
Best Tackle: Shaan M			
Best Try: Michael N
(team try!)

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Monday11 March
Wilson’s vs Sutton (Sutton Cup)
U14A 		

lost

3-1

Friday 15 March
Wilson’s vs Wimbledon College
(Friendlies)
U12A
U12B
U12C
U12D
U12E
U12F 		

won
lost
lost
lost
won
won

3-0
0-8
1-9
1-6
3-2
6-5

Saturday 16 March
VS Wimbledon College (Friendlies)
1st XI
2nd XI
U15A
U14A
U14B
U13A
U13B

won
won
lost
won
won
lost
lost

2-0
9-0
2- 7
0-1
2-1
1-4
3-5

U12A
U12B
U12C
U12C

lost
lost
lost
lost

0-1
1-2
0-2
1-3

U12A
U12B

won
lost

1-0
1-2

Brentwood Mini Tournament
Wilson’s vs. Brentwood

Wilson’s vs. Forest

BASKETBALL
RESULT
Wilson’s vs. Oxted School
U18 team

Pictured above: U14B team

Pictured above: U12 rugby team

won		

66-54

GREAT WAR COMMEMORATION
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WE WILL REMEMBER THEM

On Tuesday 19 March, a service was held at St. Giles’ Church in
Camberwell, in order to commemorate those from Wilson’s who
fought and died in the Great War 1914-1918 and in turn to honour
our founder, Edward Wilson.

When the school moved in 1975, this memorial was brought with
us to Wallington in order to continue this tradition. However, as a
result there wasn’t a memorial in the old school or the Church and
as a community we felt it important to correct this.

On 12 November 1918, literally the day after the Armistice was
signed, a meeting was co-chaired by the Headmaster Mr Knight
and the School Captain in the Great Hall, Camberwell, in order
to discuss how the OWs could be remembered. The aim of this
meeting was to ‘link indissolubly the past, the present and the
future’. The result was a fundraising campaign culminating in
the construction of a beautiful War Memorial, unveiled by Field
Marshal Lord French in 1921. As a result, every boy, every day,
passed the names of the fallen on his way into assembly.

As such, following the end of the centenary commemorations,
a memorial has now been placed following a service of thanks
giving. Presided over by the Vicar of Camberwell (a position once
held by Edward Wilson), in the presence of senior members of
the CCF and the Headmaster, the Chamber Choir added to the
poignancy of the occasion with their performances of Inveni David
by Bruckner and Let Us Now Praise Famous Men byVaughan
Williams.
Thus we continue to fulfill the aim of our forebears by indissolubly
linking the present and the past.
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 1 April - Maths Circle Lecture
(3.45 p.m.)

•

Tuesday 2 April - Spring Concert (7.00
p.m.)

•

Thursday 4 April - GCSE PE Moderation
Day

•

Friday 5 April - GCSE PE Moderation Day

•

Friday 5 April - TERM ENDS

•

Tuesday 23 April - TERM BEGINS (late
start 10.50 a.m. for students)

•

Thursday 25 April - Y7 Parents’
Information Evening (7.00 p.m.)

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Money Mules
Money mules are individuals duped or
persuaded by fraudsters and criminals into
laundering stolen/illegal money via their bank
account. The money mule can become the
target of police investigation with long-term
consequences for their credit rating and
criminal record. Parents should be aware that
pupils of school age are especially likely to be
enticed by the prospect of ‘easy money’ and
that this kind of crime has been widely reported
in the local area.

UK PHYSICS
OLYMPIAD 2019
The following boys took part in the British Physics Olympiad
AS challenge 2019 and received certificates in recognition
of their excellent performance. Congratulations go to them
all as this will typically be the hardest Physics exam they
have ever sat, and is at a higher level than A-level.
								
Name			Grade
Rubaiyat		Gold
Neel			Gold
Abdullah		Gold
Peter			Gold
Andy 			Gold
Sachin			Gold
Akesh 			Silver
Tony			Silver
Gihan 			Silver
Varun			Silver
Vaibhav		Silver
Anthony 		
Bronze 1
Achuthan 		
Bronze 1
Solal			Bronze 1
Thushan		Bronze 1
Anantajit 		
Bronze 1
Luca 			Bronze 1
Arenkan 		
Bronze 1
Andrew 		
Bronze 2
Jaden 			Bronze 2
Samino 		
Bronze 2
James 			Bronze 2

SUCCESS IN THE BPhO
#700STEMCHALLENGE
On Monday 18 March, my family and I attended the awards
evening for the #700STEMChallenge competition, along with the
families of the 20 other finalists. The event was set at Sydenham
High School and as I entered the hall where the awards were to
be presented, the atmosphere was quite cosy. It was dimly lit and
the other finalists were having a good time.

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

The first part of the evening involved talks from guest speakers,
specifically a financial adviser and an airline captain, as well as a
small quiz (on STEM, of course!), which was then followed by a
break. After this, a consultant cardiologist came up and gave another talk on her journey, which I found very interesting as I also
want to study medicine.
Finally, the awards. They were split into three
sections: science, technology and engineering, and maths. My article on how virtual reality is enhancing medicine came under the ‘U16
technology and engineering’ category. I was
awarded 2nd place in my group and, while I
was slightly disappointed I didn’t come first, it
was an honour nonetheless because I knew
that being a finalist in this competition meant a
whole lot in itself. The level of the entries that
made it to the finals was outstanding and I felt
privileged to be sitting there and receiving that award. Overall, it
was a great evening and I cannot wait to have a go at the competition again next year! If you would like to read Aditya’s article
please use the following link: https://www.wilsons.school/resources/Aditya.pdf

Pictured above: Delosh (7G)
For continually working hard and being
diligent, especially in science.

Article by Aditya (Year 10)
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Wilson’s Update

NATIONAL SCHOOL
CHESS CHAMPIONSHIPS
Pictured above: Faizal (8D)

Regional Final
Wilson’s beat Brighton College 4.5 – 1.5
Wins for Tharshan (U6), Kiran (Y11), Ghifari (U6) and Samino
(L6). Draw for Henry (Y8)
Pictured above: Medal winners with their certificates.

Victory means that the team have qualified for the National finals
to be played at Uppingham School in early July.

For showing compassion and calmness
in helping a friend out when they were in
a difficult situation.

COMPETITIVE
POKÉMON
Pokémon. When you hear this word you think of little kids
sitting playing on their Nintendos trying to ‘catch ‘em all’. The
truth couldn’t be further from this. In fact this ‘kid’s game’ has
a predominantly adult community. Many reading this have
probably played either the cards that gripped schools for a
few years, or the video games which have continued to be
popular since their inception more than 20 years ago. I’m not
talking about either of those. I’m not talking about basic fun
and games. I’m talking about the competitive Pokémon system. Something I interact with almost every weekend. And it
is starting to produce rewards for all that time spent.

Wilson’s Update

As with any competitive activity there are tournaments, and
larger tournaments often have great rewards, even financial.
Recently it was confirmed that I was receiving a travel award
of $1000 for the European International Championships
in Berlin for recent performances over the past 3 months.
Currently I sit 16th in Europe for my age division, and have
already secured an invite to the World Championships in
Washington D.C. this summer twice over, and sit in a place
which would grant me another $1000 dollar stipend and an
automatic invitation to the latter stages of the competition. All
this money form a ‘kid’s game’. And this is only a snapshot
of all of the rewards and money invested into this pastime.
So, next time you think of Pokémon, remember that it’s not
just a cheesy anime, or an easy kid’s game. It’s an extremely
large, extremely wide reaching competitive community, with
some great people, great experiences, and great prizes to
be won along the way.

BADMINTON NEWS
C H EA M
OP EN
G
MORNIN

The Key Stage 3 and 4 badminton teams played in the semi-fiB
nals of the National Schools’ Badminton
on WednesC LUcompetition
IC KETCentre.
C RSports
day 20 March at Redbridge
After comfortable wins
against Hampton and Isleworth, both teams had to beat the
Essex county champions, Coopers School.
The Key Stage 4 team won 2 games each going into the last
match, but sadly lost a very tight fifth game 21- 19.
The team of Luke, Jazeban, Tom and Sidanth played very well,
but just lost key points.  It was a great achievement to finish second in the South East of England and London. The Key Stage 3
team also reached 2 games all, with one of those games being
won 21-20. The deciding game was won comfortably resulting in
them reaching the National Schools Final for 2019 which will be
held on 5 May at the National Badminton centre in Milton Keynes.
Congratulations to them. The team comprised: Avanish, Yuzhe,
Arnav and Aryan.
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Peaches Close Station Way Cheam Surrey SM2 7BJ

REGISTER YOUR PLACE NOW ON CHEAMCRICKETCLUB.COM
Cheam Cricket Club invites all budding young cricketers, girls and boys, aged 6 upwards
school year 2 to school year 11 to our Open Morning. All abilities welcome.
No formal cricket attire required, just trainers and tracksuits.
School Years 1 to 4 training session from 10.00 until 11.00
School Years 5 to 8 training session from 11.00 until 12.00
School Years 9 to 11 training session from 12.00 until 1.00

WHAT’S HAPPENING ON THE OPEN MORNING?
Free taster training session
Meet our ECB qualified coaches
Meet our management team

Tour Cheam CC facilities
BBQ, face painting and refreshments
2019 season membership registration

Cheam CC is an ECB All Stars Cricket Centre. All Stars
Cricket provides boys and girls from 5-8 years old with
8 week introduction to cricket. Find out more on our website.
For further information please email or call. colts@cheamcricketclub.com
Junior Cricket: Mark Pennock - 07875

886292

www.cheamcricketclub.com

MAGAZINES
Pictured above: KS4 Badminton Team.

Pictured above: Gabriel in action.

Sunday 14th April 2019, 10.00am - 1.00pm

Pictured above: KS3 Badminton Team.

If you are about to throw out any colourful magazines, please don’t!  We can find a good home
for them in the Art Department. Please ask your
sons to bring them in and give them to Miss
Waterhouse.

FOOTBALL NEWS

MATCH REPORT

Player of the Week

Wimbledon College vs Wilson’s U14A
Match report by Arthur (Year 9)

George (Year 10) was outstanding for the U15As on
Saturday. He covered every
blade of grass while showing
his quality on the ball. Two
players in the goals were
Yusuf (Year 11) and Guy (Year
9). Yusuf scored two goals
for the 1st XI and Guy went
one better scoring a stunning
hattrick for the U14As. Player
of the week is Pradhosh (Year
10) who scored an incredible
four goals and had two assists
when captaining the U15Cs.

Wilsons were looking to bounce back
following their disappointing loss against
Sutton grammar in the Sutton Cup
semi-final. This gave those who didn’t
play in the semi-final the opportunity to
demonstrate what they could do, leading
to a sense of team spirit and determination to get a result.

Team of the Week
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Wilson’s Update

The U15A finished their season off in style with an excellent
week winning away against Christ’s Hospital and Dulwich. They
scored some stunning goals and got two clean sheets with their
hard work. Team of the week is the U15C team who were involved in a thrilling game against Dulwich. They eventually came
out on top with a brilliant 6-4 win.

From very early on it was clear it was
going to be a physical game, with hard
tackles and the utmost concentration necessary. Conditions
were extreme with a strong wind and a big slope, both of which
were against Wilsons in the first half.  This led to almost constant
pressure on the Wilsons backline, which they dealt with extremely well, showing both resilience and concentration. They worked
hard and were organised, with Arthur especially impressing in
his role at sweeper. When they attacked, Folaju was immense
upfront, driving at the Wimbledon defence and causing them
problems taking some of the pressure off the Wilsons backline.
The midfield worked hard, pressing when they needed to and
supporting the defence as necessary. They dug in and kept a
clean sheet in a tough first half to go 0-0 at the break.
Although Wimbledon had dominated territory and possession,
Wilsons had responded and now had the upper hand going into
the second half with the wind and slope supporting them. The
game was far more open with Wilsons having more possession
and territory, and their attacking players seeing more of the ball
were less isolated. Wimbledon struggled to get out of their half,
and was almost waiting for Wilson’s to commit men forward so
that they could counter attack, but Wilsons didn’t allow their
sustained pressure to falter, and just when the game seemed
to be heading for a 0-0 draw, Tom drifted into the box and went
down after being bundled over by an oncoming fall back, a clear
penalty. In the last few minutes of the match, to win the match,
Tom slotted the penalty in. After seeing out the final few minutes
of the match, Wilsons won 1-0. Ultimately it was a deserved win
after an outstanding defensive performance by the whole team.

BASKETBALL
RESULTS
Wilson’s vs Caterham School
U18 		
lost 27 - 35
Wilson’s vs Oxted School
won 66 - 54
U18 		
Pictured above: U15C team.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Wednesday 20 March
Wilson’s vs Royal Russell
(Surrey Cup)
1st XI			
lost 1 - 5
Wilson’s vs Christ’s Hospital
(Friendlies)
2nd XI 		
lost 2 - 3
5th XI 		
lost 0 - 1
6th XI		
lost 1 - 2
U15A			
won 4 - 0
U15B 		
won 2 - 1
Thursday 21st March
Wilson’s vs Cheam (Sutton
League)
U13A 		
lost 1 - 4
Saturday 23rd March
Wilson’s vs Dulwich
(Friendlies)
1st XI 		
won
2nd XI 		
drew
3rd XI 		
lost
4th XI 		
lost
5th XI 		
lost
U15A 		
won
U15B 		
drew
U15C 		
won
U14A 		
drew
U14B 		
lost
U14C 		
lost

2-1
1-1
4-5
2-3
1-5
3-0
2-2
6-4
3-3
1-3
3-4

YEAR 7 SHOWCASES
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Wilson’s Update

An exciting evening was had by a packed audience on both
Wednesday and Thursday nights last week. Both astounding
successes, the two Year 7 Showcases delighted all who attended, and the progress that students have made since starting their
instrument in September, as part of the Instrumental Programme
at Wilson’s, was tangible. It is hard to think that these students
had not played their instruments before starting the school! Mr
Walters, who presented a number of music and form tutor awards
at the close of the events, commented on the quality of sound
and said he was confident that the performances were the best he
has heard to date. James, now in year 12, who started playing the
oboe in 2013 as a year 7 on the Programme, opened the concert
with a beautiful rendition of Handel’s stately Sonata in Bb Major,
which is a piece he is preparing for his diploma (the qualification

higher than grade 8). A series of small ensemble performances
followed this and were delivered with aplomb by students in year
7 on their new instrument.
The culmination of the evening came in the form of the joint Year
7 Wind Band, and Year 7 school of singers, Schola Cantorum,
performing Don’t Stop Believin’. Mr Elsom would like to thank
all staff and parents who so positively enthuse the students in
music-making. In his closing words, Mr Cole applauded the hard
work and dedication of the students and all those who encourage the students in their musical endeavours. He was most impressed by the musicianship but also the respectful behaviour,
and explained how proud he was of all those students who took
part.
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Friday 5 April - TERM ENDS

•

Tuesday 23 April - TERM BEGINS (late
start 10.50 a.m. for students)

•

Thursday 25 April - Y7 Parents’
Information Evening (7.00 p.m.)

•

Monday 29 April - Used Uniform Sale
(3.30 p.m.)

•

Monday 29 April - Young Musician of the
Year Final (7.00 p.m.)

•

Monday 29 April - Prayer Group Meeting all welcome (8.00 p.m.)

•

Wednesday 1 May - Spring Concert (7.00
p.m.)

Deputy Head’s Reminder
Holiday
A reminder that pupils do not have access to
the school during the holidays unless there is a
specific arrangement under the supervision of
a teacher.

SPEAK OUT
CHALLENGE
During the evening of Wednesday, 27 March, our two regional
finalists a group of supporting Wilsonians made their way to
Wallington High School for Girls in order to watch the regional finals of Jack Petchey’s “Speak Out” Challenge: an event
where the talent and hard work of young public speakers was
displayed to an appreciative audience, including the Mayor of
Sutton himself. We were greeted with a selection of free refreshments (which were thoroughly enjoyed) before taking our
seats ready for the speeches to begin.
There were up to two Year 10 students from a range of Sutton
schools taking part who had been selected from hundreds of
pupils for their fluency and delivery of speeches, as well as a
passion for their subject of choice. Each had up to three minutes to deliver and demonstrate to the six judges (including
last year’s Sutton runner up and the Vice President of Sutton
United F.C) why they should be crowned the regional champion and have the chance to proceed to the Grand Final being
held at the Cambridge Theatre in Covent Garden in front of an
audience of over a thousand people this July.

YEAR 10 ENJOY THE
SURREY HILLS
On Friday the entirety of Year 10 travelled by coach to a picturesque area of the Surrey Hills known as Newland’s Corner.
They were due to complete a 10km circular walk whilst taking
in the countryside. Groups were set off at 5 minute intervals
with a teacher per group. Since there are 20 groups in Year 10
working towards their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh’s Award this
year, this was to be the split and the remainder of the year was
shared amongst these groups. In general, the DofE participants did a fantastic job of navigating and I am certain that
everyone had a fabulous day enjoying the sunshine, as you
can see from the pictures below!

Student of the
Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students
who have gone above and beyond in lessons
and in extra-curricular activities. Our congratulations to go those named below.

Pictured above: Daniel(7D)
For being extremely helpful in his morning routine in the canteen.

The speeches were inspiring. Talks on “Stereotypes”, “Masculinity” – how it is wrongly portrayed – and “Rape” were extremely moving whilst others skilfully led the crowd to eruptions
of laughter and cheers.
Wilson’s was represented by Amery (10H) with his humorous
speech on “Bread” and David (10B) on “Fear –A Superpower”.
Both speeches were rightfully well-received and they did the
school proud. It was a most enjoyable evening!
Article by Aaron (Year 10).
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Wilson’s Update

CHESS RESULT
Wilson’s A drew with KCS Wimbledon Juniors
3–3
Wins for William (Y10), Max (Y10) and Akash (U6)

Pictured above: Henoc (8G)
For showing a mature and positive attitude to his studies and being a consistent
hard worker.

Pictured above: Y10 medal winners David and Amery being
presented with their certificates.

COSMIC CON
It was on a light and calm night that four Wilson’s boys set out
on a student-led excursion to Queen Mary University of London
(QMUL) to present their scientific research on listening to the
numerous and striking sounds of space. This approach to an
active field of astrophysics – namely the study of the magnetosphere – involved using the ultimate pattern recognition tool,
the human ear, to explore compressed satellite data of plasma
waves in this turbulent region.
Driven by a curiosity of all things cosmic, an eager audience
flocked to the auditorium at QMUL in anticipation of the presentations to come. Their expectations were soon met by a series
of engaging talks on topics ranging from the Higgs Boson, to
the search for exoplanets, all led by inspired student researchers. The most impressive project in our eyes involved a single
pair of students studying the inner workings of a muon detector,
and recreating the whole, fully-operational product from scratch
in an infinitely more portable form, using intricate circuitry,
space-efficient components and the power of an astute mind.
As the formal presentations drew to a close, the audience was
able to view and contemplate the array of scientific posters produced by the student researchers. This was our time to shine,
as a group who had opted to do casual poster presentations,
rather than a formal talk in the auditorium. We guided many
curious individuals through our research and analysis successfully and attempted to parry the barrage of questions that came
our way.
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Wilson’s Update

The evening ended with satisfaction planted on our faces, from
the genuine interest of others in our work, from the prize we
ended up winning for our aesthetically-pleasing and clear poster, and from the glorious pizza we indulged in. In all, a fulfilling
conclusion to our project.
Article by Gabriel (Year 10)

Pictured above: Wilson’s Cosmic Con team.

INSPIRING
ENGINEERS
Inspiring Engineers Scheme Celebration Day at Mott MacDonald
Since the start of the academic year, 15 Lower Sixth students
have been taking part in the ‘Inspiring Engineers’ Scheme run by
the engineering consultancy firm Mott MacDonald. The scheme
initially started at Wallington High School for Girls, but has expanded to include Wilson’s and Archbishop Tension’s for the first
time this year. In groups of 5, the students worked on a project
relating to rebuilding a town after a tsunami had struck. Each
team was assigned a design brief in the area of heavy machinery,
accommodation or port and given two mentors from Mott MacDonald who visited them on a weekly basis to help offer guidance and
advice. The students have worked towards a Gold Crest award
by producing a report and building a prototype of their design.
In addition to this, the scheme has given the opportunity for the
students to conduct work experience at Mott MacDonald later in
the year
Thursday 28 March saw the culmination of the scheme with a
celebration day at Mott MacDonald where all the groups came
together to present their projects and prototypes in front of their
fellow students and three senior engineers from the company. This
was followed by a poster presentation of their work to engineers
from across the company. All three teams from Wilson’s produced
high calibre projects and presented in a confident and knowledgeable manner. The day ended with an awards ceremony. The ports
team achieved a ‘highly commended’ for their presentation and the
heavy machinery team were ‘highly commended’ for their overall
project and won the best innovation award for their fully functioning prototype made out of Lego, which impressed a number of
the engineers at Mott MacDonald! Well done to all those involved
who, through their hard work and commitment, have gained valuable engineering experience for their CV and UCAS application.
Current Year 11s interested in engineering should keep an eye out
for the return of the ‘Inspiring Engineers’ Scheme in September.

Pictured above: Wilson’s Inspiring Engineers.

WOODCOTE
GREEN
We are again collecting
vouchers from Woodcote
Green Garden Centre for
the School. A 25p voucher is
issued for every £10 spent,
so please do ask for these
at the checkout as you buy
any garden plants/tools/gifts
etc. This will enable us to get
free plants and equipment
for the School. The collecting
box for your vouchers is on
the school reception desk.
Vouchers will be issued on all
purchases until 31 July.

FOOTBALL NEWS
Player of the Week
Shriram (Yr 9), Neel (Yr 9) and Kavin (Yr 9) all had excellent
games for the U14Cs scoring ten goals between them and
gaining a clean sheet. Ademola (Yr 12) has had a strong end of
the season for the 2nd XI and finished off with another man of
the match display from the back. Yusuf (Yr 11) put in a complete
centre forward display for the U16A in the Sutton Cup Final and
capped it off with a fine goal. Player of the week is Conrad (Yr
13) who finished his season in fine style with a stunning hatrick
for the 1st XI in the cup final. That took his total for the season
to 39 goals and 24 assists from midfield. Well done Conrad on a
remarkable season.

MATCH REPORT
Glenthorne vs Wilson’s 1st XI - Suton Cup Final
Match report by Conrad
After an impressive season together losing to only two schools
in 90 minutes; the firsts were keen to end the season with yet
another win and some silverware.
The game started well with both sides proving they could be a
threat, our best threats coming from the ball down the sides and
Nathan’s (Yr 12) famous long throws. Our first spot of luck came
from the latter, with Ikedi (Yr 13) resembling his idol Gareth Bale
as he awkwardly bicycle kick-ed it in to put us 1-0 up. What a
way to start.
As we started to gain more of the ball, the ball down the sides
of the Glenthorne defence looked increasingly dangerous and
it wasn’t long before a Conrad (Yr 13) cross found Luca (Yr 12)
who calmly volleyed it in to make it 2-0.
We went into the second half with a solid lead, but knowing
Glenthorne could easily get back into the game from one of
their many set pieces. As the second half began, we started well
pressing the Glenthorne team high up the pitch and it wasn’t long
before the ball broke to Conrad who after a brief scuffle, put the
ball into the back of the net to make it 3-0.

Pictured above: Conrad
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Wilson’s Update

Team of the Week
The 2nd XI finished off the season with a good performance
and a comprehensive 3-0 win over Ewell Castle at Sutton United. Well done to the teams that made the Sutton Cup Finals.
The U12As were unlucky not to win after dominating the game
against Greenshaw while the U13A never stopped working
against National Finalists Carshalton. The U16A produced their
best performance of the season and ran a very good Carshalton
team close. Team of the week is the 1st XI who put in a sensational second half performance to beat Glenthorne 6-0 in the
final. Well done to the whole squad on their performances during
the whole season having only lost to two schools in forty games.,

Pictured above: U14C team

Glenthorne struggled to cope with our intensity and after winning back the ball in the middle of the park , a ball through found
Conrad who yet again calmly slotted the ball beneath the keeper
to make the score 4-0. Despite having a more than comfortable
lead, we kept the pressure on and looked to put on a show for
the staff and students who came to watch.
A long throw from Seyon (Yr 12) this time found Conrad who
flicked the ball into the back of the net to make it 5-0 for his hattrick. It wasn’t long before another strong interception from Josh
F (Yr 12) at the back saw us break with the ball into Josh (Yr 13)
who won a penalty which was then surprisingly slotted away by
Nathan (Yr 13).
Despite the score line it was a well-contested match, but an
all-round superb display saw us come away with the victory, a
match which typified our season. Special mention goes to the
boys in year 13pictured below: Sam, Nathan, Ikedi, Conrad, Josh
and Riley who saw out their Wilson’s football careers in style.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Football Results
Monday 25 March
Wilson’s vs Carshalton (Sutton
League)
U12A		

won

1-0

U12B 		

lost

1-8

Wilson’s vs Stanley Park
(Friendly)
Wednesday 27 March
Wilson’s vs Ewell Castle
(Friendlies)
2nd XI 		
4th XI 		

won
won

3-0
4-0

Thursday 28 March
Sutton Cup Final Matches
Wilson’s vs. Greenshaw
U12A 		
lost
1-2
Wilson’s vs. Carshalton
U13A 		
lost
0-4
U16A 		
lost
2-3
Wilson’s vs. Glenthorne
1st XI 		
won 6 - 0

Saturday 30 March
Wilson’s vs. Claremont
(Friendlies)
U14B 		
U14C 		
U13B 		
U13C 		
U12B 		
U12C 		

lost
won
lost
drew
lost
drew

1-4
10 -0
4-7
2-2
0-8
1-1

